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Black Student Union revived at SU
K^STEVECLARKE
-
The Black Student Union (BSU) is
alive again at Seattle University. The
organization, which petered out in the
mid 19705, was "a very stronginfluence
on campus in the '605," according to
Jaeson Albritton,BSUpresident.
Albritton,20, said Monday he hopes
to see the organization provide tutoring
and guidance to minority students. He
said his mother, who attended SU
during the BSU's heyday, told him
about the work theorganization did in
the past.
"I want to see it become a positive,
powerful force on campus again," he
said. Albritton said he is aware of
many giftedblack students wholeft SU
because they felt theydidn't fit in.
Tutoring andother academic services
willhelp,he said,but what reallyneeds
to be developed is a framework for
making minority students feel accepted.
"Academics is about 10 percent of
college life," Albritton said. "A
student's social life is thebig thing that
will keep them here or make them
leave. Everyoneneeds to feelaccepted."
He said walking into aclassroom and
realizing he's the onlyblack student is
very disconcerting. It is also far from
rare,headded.
Albritton said he and other black
students at SUfeel uncomfortable with
the looks they receive from many
students and faculty. He saidhe hopes
the BSU will be able to makeprogress
in getting rid of some of the barriers
between people of different
backgrounds.
"I'd like to see us knock out some
stereotypes," he said. "Like that a
group of black guys talking together is
a gang or that if you're raised on the
streetyou'redumb."
He lamented that many people on
campus seem to think a black student
group is just for blacks. A dance the
BSU sponsored earlier in the quarter
drew a pathetic attendance, he said,
while similar events thrown by
Hawaiian and Pacific Islander groups
attract decent-sized crowds of diverse
backgrounds.
I
"
I
Albritton stressed the BSU welcomes
members ofall races.
"We'll accept you for who you are if
you'll accept us for who we are," he
said.
SU's stated goal of increasing black
enrollment received a wait-and-see
reaction from Albritton. "Talk is just
talk," he said. He recalled his
participation in a multicultural
awareness workshop two weeks ago
where Jane LaFargue, a black SU
faculty member,also spoke.
"Before that day," the third-year SU
student said, "Ididn'tknow we hadany
black teachers here."
Albritton stressed the importance of
black role models. "It's very important
to see somebody who came from your
own background who's made it," he
said.
He mentioned the negative role
models provided by drug dealers who
"make more in a day than some people
doina year."
Please see 'Albritton' page sixteenJaeson Albritton
ASSU looks for
state of student
next week
BySTEVE CLARKE
Editor
Students with suggestions or
complaints about any concern on
campus should seize theopportunity to
express themselves during State of the
Student week,according to JoeLevan,
presidentof the Associated Students of
Seattle University (ASSU).
The event, to be held Nov.7 through
11, is "our major push for the year to
find out what students need," he said.
Levan noted all the suggestions
resulting from last year's State of the
Student program wereaddressedby the
administration and most were acted
upon.
The biggest problem the
administration had with last year's
results, he said, was that they "were
interestingbut notrepresentative."
Levan stressed his desire to draw a
substantial and representative sampling
of SU's student population. "It would
be much moreeffective," he said. "Our
goal is 20percent of the school."
That figure translates to over 800
students. Last year there were about 80
writtenresponses,Levan said.
Student views can be aired in oral
form at noon, Nov. 9,in the Chieftain
or in written form. Levan said all
ASSU councilmembers will
individually seek at least 25 responses
as well.
The written responses willbe divided
into categories relating one's needs ina
variety of areas,he said. Those areas
include students' educational, social,
financial, emotional, spiritual, and
physical needs.
Levan saidanemphasis will bemade
to solicit opinions of commuter, night
and graduate students. Those groups
were not well-representedlast year, he
said.
Tables will be set up in the Pigott
and Administrative Buildings day and
night with staff to encourage and assist
people in filling out the forms, he
noted.
Levan said some prizes, including
foodcertificates as wellas some "bigger
prizes," will beraffled off in aneffort to
raise attention and participation in the
program.
Hesaid the main incentive,however,
should be last year's results and the
possibility of making major progress
toward meeting students' needs. Levan
noted the program can not only
illuminate needs, but also show where
different groups on campus share
common concerns. Such knowledge
can be used to "attack problemsin a
unifiedmanner,"Levan said.
He underlined the importance he
attributes to the program. "We can't
really act to represent students if we
don'tknow what their needs are,"Levan
said.
Andy Green goes airborne during the Air Band/Lip Sync Contest last
Wednesday. Green's effort as Dave and the Band wasn't enough to take
first place. The winner appears on page 2.
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SU initiates local
leadership awards
BySTEVECLARKE
Editor
Five Washington State high school
seniors will be awarded $10,000 a year
starting next fall to attend Seattle
University through the newly-created
Sullivan Leadership Awards,according
toShicla Hood, associate vicepresident
for enrollmentservices.
The awards, to be given each year,
will be presented to students who have
exhibited leadership skills or potential
andcommunity involvement inaddition
to maintaining high levels of scholastic
achievement,Hoodsaid.
"This represents the epitome of the
Jesuit ethos and the mission of Seattle
U," she said. Hoodexpressedherbelief
the program "will make us distinctive
nationally, not just regionally."
The awards were named for William
J. Sullivan, S.J., president of Seattle
University, in recognition of his being
named one of the nation's 100 most
effective college presidents by the
ARCO Educational Foundation,
according to areporton theprogram.
Hood noted the program will include
some form of ongoing counseling of
the studentsby Sullivan. Thedetails of
his involvement are not yet finalized,
she said.
Theselection process for the awards
gets under way Nov. 16, Hood noted,
when approximately 300 high school
students will gather on campus for
Scholars and Leaders Day. Someof the
students were invited on the basis of
criteria suchasgrades whileothers were
nominated by their schools,she added.
The students will hear speakers and
participate in workshops designed to
introduce some of the dilemmas facing
people in leadership positions, Hood
said. Afterwards,students who wish to
compete for theawards will writeessays
basedon theday'sprogram.
Thoseessays will beconsidered along
with the students'experiencesandgrades
to choose twenty finalists, who will
come back to SU in February for an
oral evaluation,she said.
The five recipients will be chosen
from that group.
Hood stressed the winners will be
expected to participate in SUprograms
which can further their leadership
qualities. The$10,000per year amount
represents the full costofattending SU,
including on-campus housing, she
noted.
"We hope to involve them in the
university at every level," Hood said.
Student Life programs, such as LEAD
(leadership,educationanddevelopment),
will offer opportunities for the students
to put their talents touse, she said.
"We hope they will want to give
thosegifts in return,"she noted.
Hood said the program has been a
dream for several years. She
commended the work of the Sullivan
Leadership Award Committee, which
she said is still working out details of
theprogram.
Members of the committee, all
faculty members, are Jean Bushman,
David Brubaker,Ph.D.,James Sawyer,
Ph.D., andRosaleen Trainor,C.SJ.
"We think that this is the essence of
what Seattle University is all about,"
Hoodsaidof the program.
Cult copy
RoyalLarson took first place In the Air Band/Lip Sync Contest with his
tributeto The Cult Oct. 26 in the Chieftain.
The whales: Too
much coverage?
ByKENBENES
ManagingEditor
Over the past few weeks,one of the
most highlypublicizednews storieshas
been the coverageprovided to twogrey
whales strandedunderneath an Arctic ice
pack near thenortheastern tipof Alaska.
With each new day, frontpage
newspaperand topstory televisionnews
coveragebrought thesaga of the whales
toAmerica.
There were the Eskimos cutting
holes in the ice with chainsaws. There
were the U.S. biologists trying to
survey the situation and organize the
rescue. There were the Soviet ice-
breakers coming to the rescue. There
was even a phone call from Ronald
Reagan to the rescue workers wishing
them luck.
The event soon turnedinto a media
circus, with reporters from all over
North America braving the cold to get
the story. And with this, an issue
arose: Should we spend so much
money and pay so much attention to
twostrandedwhales?
Whenasked toanalyze the situation,
members of Seattle University faculty
hadanimate,oftendifferingopinions on
the subject
"It may have been that the press
played the whole thingup a bit,but I
enjoyed the coverage" said David
Brubaker, Chairman of SU's biology
department. "I wasglad to see thepress
pay so much attention. Ihave a soft
spotinmy heart for whales."
Brubaker added that he thought the
coverage would help to fuel hopes for a
U.S.-Soviet treaty.
"Itmaybe mandatedby the National
Mammals Act that there be and
international agreement binding
countries to work together," he said.
"Withall this coverage,it would benice
to see theU.S.and theSoviets working
together."
But for Mark Hart, SUprofessor of
theology, the coverage was a bit too
much.
"It is hyped up," he said. "Perhaps
the amount of money spent on this
didn't justify the benefits if you look at
the homeless and spendingmoney for
thiscause."
Hart did add, however, that the
coverage may havebeen worthwhile in
that "it helps us recognize that there is
other life on thisplanet."
Judy Mill,SU journalism instructor,
foundlittlehype in thecoverage.
"I think when the press has the
opportunity to cover a particular event
such as this,Ithink itshould," she said.
"The whale sagais similar to the Baby
Jessica (the little girl who fell into a
Texas welllastspring) story,which was
also good coverage. Whenever a story
evokes legitimate compassion, it is a
good story."
Nill added that the coverage would
also help to "draw attention to the fact
that whales may not be around unless
we takecareof them."
Hilda Bryant,alsoan SU journalism
instructor, agreed with Nill that the
coverage wasgood.
"Alotofpeople have beenriveted by
this story,andIsee a wholelotof value
in this," she said. "AndIalso feel that
thecoverage haspresentedthe Eskimos
in a whole new light. These Eskimos
are American citizens,not eccentrics.
And it'snice toget a look at them."
Bryant said she understands the
argumentsagainst the hypeof thewhale
rescue,but she doesn't agree with them.
"Some people are angry that the
rescue attempt cost so muchmoney,and
theysay the money should'vebeen used
elsewhere," she said. "But the same
argument could be made regarding the
millions and trillions of dollars spenton
defense. Why don't weuse some of that
elsewhere."
For Aaron Crosetti, a media
technician at SU's Instructional Media
Center, the coverageused on the whale
story was a matter of getting the most
outofan event.
"When there's a hot issue and the
media can play with it, they'll run with
it until it's exhausted," he said.
"However, the more media coverageon
a progressive course of action, like
saving the whales, helps to spread
awareness around the world in support
of protecting them against hunters, the
better it is. But when the media goes
for hype ratings and money without a
real concern, then Ithink they are
wrong."
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HarmonreceivesFreedom Fundmedal
By KENBENES
ManagingEditor
Seattle University history professor
Robert Harmon received a prestigious
award last weekend when he was
presented with the George Washington
Honor Medal for Programs and
Activities from theFreedom Foundation
at Valley Forge.
Harmon was selected from thousands
of nominations submitted to the
Freedom Foundation, an organization
whichhonors individuals whoseprojects
haveoffered awareness and solutions to
contemporaryproblems which reflect
humanspirit and volunteerism.
Harmon's project was "Hungary
Remembered," aseries ofpresentations
performed at SU in 1986, the 30 year
anniversary of the Hungarian
Revolution. Harmon was instrumental
in bringing the work, which tells the
history of Hungarians who fled their
native lands to seek refugein thePacific
Northwest.
The presentations, which werebased
on interviews conducted withHungarian
Americans, received critical acclaim
throughout the world. It was called the
"most extensive presentationever given
on the Hungarian situation," by one
critic,and excerpts from the eventwere
carried over Voice of America radio,
whichbroadcasts worldwide.
As expected, Harmon is happy to
havereceived theaward.
"An awful lot of people were
nominated for this award, and only a
small number win,"he said. "I'm just
glad that the play wentover so well,and
that both Hungarian Americans and
SeattleUniversity have benefitted from
it."
-
■■ >. ■
Butaccording to Harmon, "Hungary
Remembered" wasnotaoneman effort.
"A lot of people put in time and
effort to make the whole thing a
success," he said. "They deserve this
award too."
One person who received particular
praise from Harmon was Roupen
Shakarian, SU director of choral
activities.
"One of the highlights of the
production was the singing of
Hungarian songs and anthems, and
Roupen was the director of the choir
which preformed these," Harmon said.
"Roupenput a lotof work into this,and
hedeserves theawardasmuchasIdo."
YetShakarian downplayedhisrolein
theproduction.
"I worked withProfessor Harmon in
trying tomake 'Hungary Remembered' a
part of SU," he said. "I basically
coordinatedandhelped the choir,andI'm
happy with the way things turned out.
It's nice thatProfessor Harmonhasbeen
recognized,becauseIthink this project
helpedestablish a nice tie between SU
and theHungarian community."
The two authors of "Hungary
Remembered," Marcey and Helen
Szablya of Bellevue, also received
George Washington Honor Medal for
Awards andActivities. Theawards were
presented to Pacific Northwest winners
by the Seattle-King Co.chapter of the
foundation.
Robert Harmon shares credit for his presentation with Roupen Shakarian
(right), SU choral director, who worked out the project's music.
Enrollment
figures
increase
Enrollment at Seattle University for
Fall Quarter increased nearly three
percent over last year, according to
figures released by the Registrar's
Office.
That percentage translates into 128
additional students at SU, the final
enrollment reportshowed.
The largest gain by year was the
sophomore class, which grew by over
14 percent, the figures showed. Fifth
year students, on the other hand,
decreasedby over 14percent.
In individual schools within the
university, Arts and Sciences grew by
4.7 percent, followed by Education,
which increased its numbers by 4.5
percent. The largest decrease by school
occurred in Nursing, whose numbers
droppedby4 percent.
The Matteo Ricci Program increased
by nearly 4 percent.
According to Dannette Sullivan SU
registrar, figures on the ethnic
breakdown of SU's population should
be available in about a month.
The office is currently focusing its
energies and computer time on the
Touch-Tone Registration System,
which will be used for Winter Quarter,
shesaid.
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EDITORIALS
Last thoughts on 1988 campaign
By STEVECLARKE
Editor
A completely cynical look at the
presidential campaign is in order, if
only for purelyacademic reasons.
Tuesday morning, this writer will
slip his election ballot into its slot and
punch a hole next to the name of the
Democratic candidate for president.
For the restof theday his fingers will
remaincrossedin anattempt to wardoff
the remotest possibility that the'
Democraticcandidate willwin.
Wouldn't itbe just typical if Dukakis
pulled off a victory, only to end up
taking the blame for an economic
disaster causedbyReagandeficits? And
if four years hence he was picked apart
for leaving the country worseoff thanit
had beenbefore?
If the polls were closer, Democrats
would really have something to be
frightened of. A weak personality in
the Oval Office at this point could
doom prospects for another Democratic
president for some timeto come.
Thereare two weak candidates in this
election. Why not let the Republican
tarnish his party and watch them take
the blame for eight years of mangled
priorities andmismanagedbudgets?
Of course the question is notpurely
academic. Economic downturns affect
real people, usually those least able to
care for themselves.
Allowing disadvantaged people to
suffer in order that voters will see the
holes in the Reagan/Bush approach to
government must be repugnant to
anyone with Christianideals.
Another very convincing argument
for voting Dukakis,no matter what it
will mean politically four years from
now, is that electing George Bush is
badbusiness.
Bush's policies do not invest where
change is needed. Maybe in the
Brezhnev era acase could be made for
constantly modernizing our nuclear
forces in order to convince the Soviets
to bargain. Such isnot the case today.
The biggest threat toour countryis that
arapidly growing number ofpeople are
shunted off the road toward the
American dream.
Cuts in financial aid for higher
education andslashes innutritional and
developmental programs for K-12 do
not suggestareasonable approachto the
high-tech future.
One doesn't have to look too long at
Japaneseand European investments in
education, for example, to see that
America can't afford to depend on
voluntarism and "a thousand points of
light" to bring the nation into the 21st
Century.
But according to the polls, Bush's
campaign is doing very well in spiteof
moral and logistical argumentsagainst
his politics. Some columnists see an
underlying wisdom in the American
public's decision-making. The election
of RonaldReagan, this argumentgoes,
was necessary to counter a dangerous
slip inU.S.influence around the world.
The voters realized what many
"experts" did not, these columnists
suggest. The world is simply notready
for America to put away its guns and
ride off into the sunset, the public is
said tohave decided. Europe's eventual
participation in Reagan'sPersian Gulf
efforts is cited as evidence the voters
were right and that the world doesn't
really want Yankee togohome.
So what would a Bush win mean in
terms of the collected wisdom theory?
If the Democrats hold Congress as
expected,perhaps the "message from the
heartland" is that America wants
emphasis put on education and other
future-oriented socialprograms, but not
without vigorous debate between a
generous legislative and a stingy
executivebranch.
Maybe such an election outcome
would also mean Americans have faith
in the management skills of both
branches in theirpresent states.
Can the problems confronting our
country be overcome with opposing
parties in charge of the two branches?
Some top-level figures in the current
government scene have shown
themselves very adept at the art of
compromise.
James Baker, Bush's chief aide,
demonstrated skill along with
Democratic congressionalheavyweights
such as Thomas Foleyand Robert Byrd
in producing programs which most
Americans canlive with.
Such a resignation to "realities" as
this column is sinking into may be
wise after the elections, but is very
depressing and probably unhealthy at
this point. Where is the idealist who
dreamspeople will see the light as they
approach the voting boothandcast their
ballot for thepopulist cause?
It is tooeasy to be cynical this year.
The managed campaigns, designed to
keep candidates from offendingliterally
anyone,are at leastpartially toblame.
Citizens who care deeply about the
future should get outand vote,takean
anti-acid tablet and gear up for grass-
roots involvement in issues of their
concern.
Letters
Furor unwarranted
Ido not understand the position of
many people regarding the recent
appearance of Mr. Bush on the SU
campus. Iwould consider ita featherin
our capifMr.Dukakis wouldrequestan
opportunity tospeak onour campusand
alsoon his own terms.
Ifhe were to speakIwould hope that
the attendees would give him the same
honorable treatment that should have
been given to Mr.Bush. Demonstrate
all you wantbut outside the meeting
hall. It is not a question of issues but
of decorum.
Isee little or no difference between
the conduct of those whodisrupted the
speechofMr.Bushand that of theRev.
Lan Paisley before the European
Parliament.
Rev.FrancisP. Wood, S.J.
Professor Emeritus
Voters unite!
As a red-blooded American, and a
committed anti-fascist,Iam gravely
concernedin thiselection yearabout the
stateof our government. The Seattle
Universitycommunity has already seen
thehypocrisy and deceptionof theBush
campaign. Examination of theDukakis
campaign reveals that it is little better.
While these spiritless efforts have
received their fair shareofcriticism, the
residents of this state face problems
even closer tohome.
Inmynative 45thdistrict,(Redmond-
Kirklandarea), totalitarian rule threatens
thousands of unsuspecting citizens.
The Republican incumbent (Louise
Miller,StateHouse Pos.2) has slipped
through the primaryelection unopposed
and faces no opponent in the general
election. Neither fellow Republicannor
Democrat has stepped forward to
challenge theincumbent and defend our
democratic system. Withour so-called
leaders unchecked by popular control
and constructive dissent, we are being
leddownapathof mindless conformity.
Who will defy this political "giant"
and the dire threat weface? Iresolutely
accept this roleof giant killer,and call
upon all eligible voters to lendme their
supportat the ballot box. Please write
me in on Nov. 8. Though Imay
become a political martyr,Iurge one
and all to protest the injustice
confronting us all. For voters in other
areas, Iremind you that Bush and
Dukakis both must bear the guilt of
distorted campaigning, poor decisions
and questionablerecords. Iencourage
you to protest thepoor choices offered
to the American people by the two
major parties. The best alternative
candidate is Dr. Ron Paul of the
Libertarian Party. A respected former
congressman from Texas, Dr. Paul
served four terms in the House of
Representatives, and appears on the
ballot in 47 states (including
Washington). Never afraid to
intelligently express his opinions
(unlike Poppy and the Duke), he
champions individual liberty, opposes
militarism, condemns censorship and
fights discrimination. We both will
serve as exponents of reason,
responsibility and freedom.
When we visit the polls on Nov. 8,
each ofus must decide whether we will
support lies, evasions and tyranny,or
whether we will sensibly support
openness,rationality and independence.
Citizens of the 45th District, and
citizens of America ,Iask for support
on yourprecious ballot. Please write in
my name on Nov. 8, 1988; Michael
Fischer
-
State Representative, 45th
District,Pos.2. Also,please cast your
presidentialvoteofprotest for RonPaul
(nomineeof theLibertarianParty). The
future of our free nation is in your
mightyhands
MichaelFischer
Sullivan response
Iam writing in response to Fr.
Sullivan's letter in your Oct.27 issue.
In this issue,Fr. Sullivan responds to
criticisms surrounding his permitting
George Bush's speech at Seattle
University. In my view, the most
telling of thesecriticisms lay in the fact
thatGeorge Bush wasallowed tostage a
media event, without opportunity for
questions or dialogue, ata place which
symbolizes the heart of dialogue and
openness inour culture.
Iwant to acknowledge that Ifind
every one ofFr. Sullivan's reasons for
allowing George Bush to speak here
worthyand well-reasoned. Inparticular,
itdid give students a much closer look
at the reality of the political process,
and it did stimulate a good deal of
dialogue and questioning on campus.
So in this sense, it did serve the
mission of the university to raise
questions and engage in meaningful
dialogue.
However, there is an essential
element whichIfeel was left outofFr.
Sullivan's analysis. lamspeakinghere
of the prophetic call of a Catholic
university. Fr.Sullivanargues that our
current political reality is that neither
campaign allows itself toengage inreal
dialogue. Unfortunately,he is correct.
While we must acknowledge this
reality, we do not have to accept it as
appropriate. My feeling is that, by
allowing George Bush to speak on
campus without the possibility of
dialogue,we are declaring this mode of
campaigning "acceptable." Refusing to
allow GeorgeBush,or any candidate,to
speak at Seattle University under such
conditions would be to voice a
prophetic call to the need for real
dialogue. The University of Puget
Sound has voiced such a call. Seattle
University has not.
Meaningful dialoguehasbeen aresult
of GeorgeBush's speech. But does this
dialogue justify allowing Bush to speak
here? Only if the end justifies the
means. The meaningfuldialogue which
resulted from the fact of GeorgeBush's
speechis good,but that does not justify
violating the spirit of the universityas
Recycling proposal
In response to the Oct. 6 Spectator
article,"SU studies students' recycling
plan," we would like to clarify some
information regarding the students'
recyclingproposal.
It was the student recycling
committee's objective to propose that
the university administration adopt a
comprehensive recycling plan as
university policy towards waste
management. The proposal was the
culmination of theideas and work of the
whole committee. Students before us
had raised the issue of recycling for a
significant period of time. The
formation of the student recycling
committee stemmed from the
organization and support of the Peace
andJustice Center.
As stated in the article, therecycling
proposal was received by the
administration. A task force was
formed to examine the proposal and
develop a university plan. In the
meantime, broader student enthusiasm
has been expressed by WashPIRG
members andmembers of thePeace and
Justice Center who are interested in a
recycling program in the interim that
every detail of the university'sprogram
is determined. Since more information
is necessary for these students to best
direct their efforts, we hope the task
force will be in communication with
students following their meeting this
week.
Anapology is offered toJorgeGilbert
as he was incorrectly identified as a
political science teacher and as a past
teacher of Jackie Duba. References to
his statements were incomplete and
taken outof context.
We would also like to encourage
interested students andstaff toread and
comment on the recycling proposal
which is available at the Peace and
Justice Center (Rm. 209, Student
Union Building).
Jackie Duba
VirginiaOr
Please see 'Letters' page five
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Toxic measures
a means ofachieving that goal. In my
opinion, the process by which thegoal
is achieved is at least as important as
whatisachieved.
Fr.Sullivanis faced with thedifficult
task of balancing the lofty ideals of a
Catholic university with the practical
realities of our culture. WhileImay
not always agree with his particular
compromises, Iacknowledge his
tremendousservice and success in the
survival and growth of Seattle
University. But from my perspective,I
feel compelled to ask: Was it really
necessary to compromise Seattle
University in this way?
Francis Dominic Degnin
The election on Nov. 8 will give
voters achoice between two toxic clean-
up measures: Initiative 97 and
Alternative Measure 978. Initiative 97
is sponsored by citizens and citizen
organizations while978 issupportedby
the largest industries in the state. The
problem being addressed is theexistence
of over 500 toxic wastedumps which
make Washington the second most
polluted state west of the Mississippi.
In August of 1987, a coalition of
League of Women Voters to the
Washington Environmental Council
drafted Initiative 97. This action was a
response to three years of legislative
rejectionof even watered-downclean-up
bills. Citizens were forced to act when
the politicians failed to represent their
interests. It is now up to citizens to
voteon these competingmeasures.
Both bills require responsible
polluters to clean up their waste sites.
Initiative97 willgive state financial aid
exclusively to financially needy parties,
while 978 allows any polluter,
regardless of need, to obtain state aid.
This is where the taxpayers can win or
lose. Do taxpayers want to pay for the
clean-upof wastedumped by industries?
Initiative 97 requires the State
Department of Ecology to set uniform
clean-upstandards,while978allows for
a negotiating process to establish
standards every time a clean-upoccurs.
Do we want togive polluters theability
to negotiate alenient clean-up standard
every time?
The 978 campaign has raised well
over a million dollars,over 90 percent
of which has come from industries
which produce toxic waste. Initiative
97 has raised less than $300,000 from
individual citizens and citizen
organizations. Initiative 978 is
supportedby corporationsinterested in
protecting profits. Initiative 97 is
backed by citizens interested in
protecting theenvironment.
Which law do you think will be the
best for Washington State? Are we
going to allow another state ballot-
measure to be bought out by well-
financed interests? Isurehopenot.
Vote for Initiative 97. Don't be
fooled.
PatMcDonald
EDIT OR IA LS
No surprises in Bush's SU visit
ByROBERTC.PHILLIPS
As a graduate of Seattle University,
and one who took at face value the
Jesuit mission statement espoused by
the university,Iam, like others,more
than alittle disturbed by the recentvisit
of George Bush. Unlike most, though,
Ido not find it laughable or surprising
that he chose the topic of business
ethics for his speech. In fact, lam only
surprised thatIfind nothing surprising
about the whole wretched incident.
For Mr. Bush and those of his ilk,
ethics are nothing more than rules by
which the systemsofcorporate America
and American government are
ethic," which,as Iunderstand it, holds
that humanity is most sacred.
The morality of Mr. Bush and
company says the system is fine and
that whatmatters is that youengage in
"ethical" behavior (i.e., follow the
rules). A morality based on human
values, if it is true to its tenets, holds
that the existence of the system, and its
morality, is itself immoral.
Thus it comes as no surprise that
George Bush chose to speak about
"ethics." And it comes as no surprise
that those invited to the speech were
business students. It was a kind of
invitation for them.
Organized religion and the
corporate/capitalist monolith make
strange, but curiously compatible,
bedfellows.
The latter received a well-tailored,
albeit thin, cloak of morality. The
former gets aclean and scrubbed, well-
groomed and generally wealthy
congregation, and such things as new
buildings on their campuses. The
religion of business becomes the
business of religion.
Fr. Sullivan has made a career at
Seattle University of pandering to big
business. Erase the "S.J." from his
title and he can easily be mistaken for
any Americanclergyman who takes the
pulpit and offers hollow but comforting
platitudes toacomplacentupper-middle
class congregation. Removehisclerical
collar and he is virtually
indistinguishable from any of the CEOs
who inhabit the corporateboardrooms
andprivateclubs inAmerica.
So it is really not surprising either
that Fr. Sullivan should be damned
embarrassed when two of his fellow
Jesuits have the audacity (some call it
courage) to demand that Mr. Bush
address somereal issues. Anyone who
still takes thegospel of Christ to heart,
who still retains some ideals regarding
humanity, isbound tobecalled arrogant
(some call it humility) and
"embarrassing" by Fr. Sullivan. Ideals
are the equivalent of anabolic steroids
for the clergy. They improve your
performance,but youhad better not get
caughtusing them.
Apologists for the Bush/Sullivan
camp may well say, "But look what
we've done for you. Aren't youbetter
off than you were four years ago?"
(Sounds like acampaign slogan,doesn't
it?) To which some would reply, "How
dareyou equatehuman well-beingwith
merematerialprogress?"
Yes, Iwant a roof over my head
(somesleepon thestreets). Yes,Iwant
food to eat (some starve or eat from
garbage cans). Yes,Iwant warm,dry
clothing to wear (some are soaked and
freezingand itisnotyet winter). Yes,I
wanta good education and a good job
(some cannot read the want-ads, and
have givenup looking).
Yes,Iwant all these things, but not
at theexpenseof my humanity and the
humanity of others. There are still
some who will not sell their souls for
material wealth. Butofcourse theyare
"arrogant" and are anembarrassment to
Fr.Sullivan andGeorgeBush.
Somehow, that is not surprising
either.
Ideals are the equivalent of anabolic
steroids for the clergy. They improve
your performance, but you had better not
get caught using them.
maintained and perpetuated. What is
laughable is the morality which
underlies that ethic, a morality which
holds that what is human is only a
means to a "greater" end (i.e., the
bottom line). This can be contrasted
with the morality of the "Christian
Itis also nosurprise thatFr. Sullivan
welcomed Mr. Bush and his legions
with open arms. It is certainly not
news that mainstream religion in this
country has allowed its "Christian"
morality to be co-optedby the standard-
bearers of American manifest destiny.
Lack of dialogue on women's views
ByLINDA MACCffIA
Iwas fascinated to witness the
outrage of the.non-business facultyand
students over George Bush's paid
political announcement(he got to stage
his show,SU gotpresscoverage).
Istarted thinkingabout my education
here at SU which,as a woman and a
feminist, has gotten as much attention
as Vice President Bush gives to the
homeless. Iam feeling some of the
same frustration and anger over the
exclusion and non-incorporation of
women's ideas, and women's place in
history and philosophy and religion, as
many of you expressed at not having
free access to Bush'spresentation. Iam
not making an all-inclusive statement
about the classes at SU althoughIam
addressing the majorityof them.
The r masonsIhavebeen given for this
lack of information on women and our
perspective havebeen about as validas
the size of the Campion Ballroom and
Bush's own insistence that he address
business students were the real reasons
to exclude the majority of people from
have been told: women just didn'tplay
a very important part in early history,
there's just not much written by and
about women philosophers, the
information is just irrelevant,and my
favorite, there's just notenough time to
cover thatmaterial.
Ihavebeen toldIcan writemypapers
on women, and when it is pointedout
tome that one of thebooks we read was
writtenby a womanIam expectedtobe
grateful. After all,Campion Ballroom
is a limited space and mosteveryone in
the room agreedwith Bush so why the
need for questions?
Idon't want to belabor my metaphor.
Ido wantpeople,particularly those who
are involved in creating the format for
the variousrequiredclasses, to seriously
consider my objectionsand my request
for achange. The fact is that sexismis
alive and well at SU,as in the world,
andIwant access to information that
has led toits acceptanceand the present
stateof denialabout itsmanifestations.
Iwant to hear the truth about the way
women were treatedand viewed from the
start of written history. Iwant to see
white males take responsibility for their
For example, when someone tells me
that St. Augustine thought women were
evil,or Aristotle hadno use for women,
or that Napoleonhad themajor feminist
of his time guillotined,etc.,and whenI
attitudes toward women historically
instead of projecting, minimizing and
ignoring the systemization of women's
oppression. It is not to blame anyone
that Iseek this. Rather, whatIseek is
aconnection between cause andaffectin
order to be effective in understanding
myself andothers.
WhenIcanread and hear about how
womenparticipated anddidn'tparticipate
thenIcan begin to integrate these facts
with the characteristics that have
traditionally been attributed to women.
Iam feeling some of the same frustration
and anger over the exclusion and non-
incorporation of women's ideas (at SU)
...as many of you expressed at not having
free access to Bush's presentation.
read about various women's struggles
within a particular discipline, then I
begin to understand the cultural and
existential underpinnings of my own
limitations and my struggles take on
new meaning. Hopefully this same
processofrccvaluation would takeplace
for the menin the class as well. Maybe
there's a reason people like George
Bush, who operate out of a fear-based
tradition where military might is right,
appeals to somany people.
My request is a reflection of all of
you who so vehementlyobjected to the
way George Bush presented himself
here. Ineed the opportunity for
discussion and education to include the
other half of the story, for it is a large
partof the meaningIgive my life.
Letters
From 'Letters' page four
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Bush deserved simple respect at SU
ByPATTYECASTRO
As an attendant of George Bush's
visiton Oct. 11,Iam appalled at the
media coverage that took place as a
result, especially from this paper, as
well as the attitudes of some fellow
students and faculty. Two of your
articles ("An interview with George
Bush" and "Letters from a Seattle
Prison") vergedon the slanderous. The
others were full of misquotes and
insulting generalizations. For those
who still have a copy of the Oct. 13
issue,keep it close by. Let me start on
page one.
In the second article, "Teach-in
speakers protest lack ofdialogue," there
is a comment from Jack Morris, S.J.,
who says, "Bush is an ass..." Now, it
is too bad some people have no class,
but it is not necessary to print his
profane name-calling as a part of his
comment. Itwas very unprofessional,
not tomention tacky.
The worst offenses, however,came
from two articles by the managing
editor. Ken Benes, a man who could
benefit from the advice, "Better to be
thought a fool than to speak (or write)
and remove all doubt." Let's turn to
pagesix.
Articles like "An interview with
George Bush" and "Letters from a
Seattle prison" wouldn't have been
allowedintomy gradeschoolnewspaper
(andIuse the word articles loosely).
Calling George Bush a "wimp
extraordinaire" and presuming that he
would sink to your level long enough,
Mr. Benes, to use phrases such as
"...lower than a slug withherpes," or to
call his running mate "a little twerp" is
extremely tastelessand juvenile. As for
begging for your vote ("Pretty please?
With sugar on top?"),Idon't think he'd
want the support of someone so
unprofessional and, come November,
he'll have more than enough votes
without yours. Thanksanyway.
In "Letters", you seem to have an
obsession with George Bush's tear
ducts. Anyone who attended Bush's
speechsaw aman who,despite therude
outbursts of a select few, was able to
laugh and whoraised his voice, not in
anger, but in order to be heard. He
didn'tcry,buthehadreason to. It's sad
to see such rudeness and ugliness in
fellow human beings. Iwould have
cried withhim.
Inoticed that,alongsideyour storyof
a youngman's fictional arrest and spit
dodging, there was no mention of the
assault on a girl holding a Bush sign
outside the ballroom by some of those
"peaceful"protesters. How odd.
Iam a Republicanand asecond-year
business student also studying for a
B.A. in humanities. Out of the IS
people Iknew that attended Bush's
speech, only three were business
majors. Obviously, Republicans will
make up the majority ofanaudience for
a Republicanpublic figure, butIknow
thatIcan speak for them whenIsayI
resent the insinuations that we were
"paraded" into the ballroomand that we
were all used as props. The people
sitting closest to Bush were cheering
because they were the ones who wanted
to seehim. Idon't recall anyone asking
me my major or political party whenI
completely unrelated to the topic of his
speech?
Outbursts such as those by John
Whitney, S.J., and Fr. Bichsel were
inexcusable. Certainly these men have
the right to speak and declare their
views,but that right doesnotsupersede
Two of your articles...verged on the
slanderous. The others were full of
misquotes and insulting generalizations.
walked tomy seat
There were several complaints about
the absence of a question and answer
period. Of course it would have been
ideal, but Bush's time here was
unfortunately too limited. Should those
of us who wanted to hear him speakbe
deprivedbecause someone wanted toask
a question and didn't get to? As Fr.
Sullivan said, it's an insult to the
audience's intelligence to say that we
believe whatever Bush says without
question.
And from what Iheard before and
duringhis visit,noone wanted to ask
an honest questionand then listen tohis
answer. They simply wanted to attack
him and make a spectacle of his visit.
Isn't it funny how the same people who
complainedabout Bush'sadding politics
to his speechare the ones who wanted
to ask him questions about things
Bush's right to finish speaking and
everyone else's right to hear him. I
havebeen taught sincekindergarten that
speaking when someone else is
speaking is theepitomeof rudeness and
disrespect. Most of the peopleIknow
haveenoughclass to know that. Surely
a professor and a Jesuit priest should
know it.
George Bush is more than a
Republicanpresidential candidate. He
has been a representative of the White
House around the world for eight years.
He has been part of an administration
that, while far from perfect, has made
significant improvements in our
countryand inothers.
That makes him deserving, not of
preferential treatment, but of simple
respect. I'm sure if Gov. Dukakis
spoke here,heandhis supporters would
expect the same.
SU didn't act in education's interest
ByMATTKING
The1988 elections represent my first
opportunity to participate in a
presidential election. BecauseIwill be
voting,Ihave madeaneffort to learnas
much as possibleabout each candidate,
so that Iwill be able to make an
...ifIcan't learn something about a
political candidate from a personal
appearance, where on earth canIlearn
something?
informed choice. The candidates,
however,have made this task difficult.
Rather than expoundon the issues and
answer the questions of the press and
public, they have chosen to focus on
rhetoric, images, advertising and
emotions.
The Bush campaign has been
particularly discouraging, having held
only three press conferences since the
Republican convention, but the
Dukakis camp is far from guiltless. In
the words of the League of Women
Voters, the campaign has been an
"attempt to hoodwink the American
public." Seattle University, through its
sponsorship of the Bush appearance
Oct. 11,has become an accomplice to
the con job.
Fr. Terry Shea,speaking at thePeace
and Justice rallyheld concurrently with
the Bush appearance, referred to the
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1988 campaign as an exercise in the
manipulation of images, directed
primarily at our baser emotions. I
whole-heartedly agree with this
assessment. In this campaign, "points"
are scored by the candidate whose
advertisements are more derogatory to
his opponent, even when the claims
made in suchadvertisingare, to say the
least,questionable. They are scoredby
the candidate who makes the most
emotionally stirring speech during the
debate, especially if his speech is
completely unrelated to the question
asked of him. They are scored by the
candidate who tells the funniest jokes,
insults his opponents more bitingly and
who evokes images of the red, white
and blue.
As a voter,Iwould like to know how
the candidates wouldrun this country if
elected. Iknow Bush would "stay the
course," butIdon'tknow how he would
reduce the deficit. Iknow Dukakis
believes that "the best America is yet to
come," but Idon't know how he
proposes to improve the American
school system. Iknow Bush would
like to see "a kinder, gentler nation,"
but Idon't know what he would do
about theproblems facingMedicare.
So, as a voter, where can Iturn for
answers? Not to the advertisements.
Not to the debates. So, one of the
candidates comes to my school,and I
welcome the chance to hear some
answers.
George Bush's whirlwind trip through
Seattle University, however, consisted
of aspeechrestricted (atleast in theory)
to students of the business school, and
left no time for questions from the
audience. After the speech, Bush also
took no questions from the press. He
simply used the SU community as a
convenient photo opportunity. The
pictures in the press of college students
applauding the candidate will surely
score points with some of those who
have been critical of his record on
education. Bushinsulated himself from
the chance of being challenged on the
issues by restricting the audience and
allowing no questions. He had the
perfectopportunity to add another face
to the image he hasbuilt for thepublic
(to perpetuate the hoodwink) without
having to expose the political agendaof
the manbehind the image-
So ifIcan't learn something about a
political candidate from a personal
appearance, where on earth canIlearn
something? Shouldn't anappearanceby
acandidate beacandid daterather thana
performance,ashow?
The administration of SU seems
unconcerned by these questions. The
university is an institution dedicated to
education, to theexchangeof ideas, yet
it sponsors an appearance by a
campaign opposed to educating the
Next week
voters and allows this candidacy to
manipulate the institution for the sake
ofcheappublicity.
Of course, it would be very difficult
for a university to turn downa personal
appearancebyapresidential candidate. I
appreciate that the university probably
believed that such an appearance, in
itself, would be educational to the
students. Due to its format, however,
this appearance was not,andcould not
have been, an educational experience.
Of course it would be difficult to turn
downanappearance,but theuniversity's
dedication to education and to truth
should have ledit todoso. TheLeague
of Women Voters did it. And, had
Michael Dukakis appeared on campus
under the same circumstances,Iwould
have voiced the sameobjections.
UpsetasIam by the circumstances of
the Bush appearance, Iam also
disappointed that the Bush speech was
disrupted by protesters. Although the
appearance was undeniably a
manipulation of the schoolcommunity,
those who came to hear Bush had a
right to do so. Protest should be
limited to more respectful, peaceful
means. It is a sad indicator of the
course of the campaign of 1988 that
these protesters felt that the only way
their voices could be heard wasin such
a manner. Andit isa sad comment on
SU that it supported such a campaign,
showing no appreciation of the
dissenting voices within its own
community, by allowing such a
performance to be staged on our
campus.
The Spectator will be coming out on Wednesday with a special edition covering the
1988 elections. Attention will be focusedon the presidential racebetween Republican
George Bushand Democrat Michael Dukakis. TheSpectator willalsoprovide coverage
of the race for senate between Democrat Mike Lowry and Republican Slade Gorton.
Look for interesting features,photos andanylisis.
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Mario, you should've run
Cuomo's not perfect,
but he'd beat Bush
ByKENBENES
ManagingEditor
November 8, 1988. The crowd at
theRepublicanNational Headquartersis
going wild. Their candidate, George
Bush,is about to take the podium. He
has justdefeated Democratic candidate
MichaelDukakis.
As soon as the noise diesdown, the
next president will give his victory
speech. Until then,Bushsmiles,kisses
his wife Barbara and waves to the
screamingaudience.
But thereis a longpause as the large
crowdcontinues tocheer their man.And
for the first time in this bitter yet
victorious campaign,Bush isalone with
his thoughts.
"Thank God it was Dukakis," he
whispers.
Soon the applauding comes to an
end,andBushbeginshis speech.
Sitting in New York, watching the
entire event on television, is Mario
Cuomo. He too is alone with his
thoughts.
"Why didn'tIeverrun?"he whispers.
A very goodquestion.
There is no telling how the 1988
presidential race will be looked upon
once it is all over. But with five days
left,some of this campaign's trends are
alreadyclear.
The first is that this race matches
two dull candidates. Bush hardly
matches the communication skills of
the president he served under, Ronald
Reagan. AndDukakis, constantly called
"plastic" by the political media, is
certainly no Kennedy. He maynoteven
match WalterMondale whenitcomes to
speechesanddebates.
The second is that thiscampaign has
been, to say the least, nasty. Through
constant rhetoric and slick television
advertisements,each candidate hasbeen
on theattack. Where was Georgeduring
Iran/Contra? How polluted is Boston
Harbor? You've seen these commercials.
Sometimes they seem more like
Leonard versus Haglar thanBush versus
Dukakis.
A final trend is that this campaign
has been very good at avoiding issues.
Bush has shiedaway fromGen.Noriega
and the federal deficit. Dukakis has
avoidedissues such as raising taxesand
improving foreign relations.
So what did the voters have to
choose from? A Republican riding on
the coat-tails of a popular president,or
an easily-labeled Democrat who has
trouble stirring up anaudience.
Inother words,notmuch.
Whichis what Mario Cuomo should
haverealizedayearago.
In thisdecade, the Democratic party
has been a mess when it comes to
presidential campaigns. Jimmy Carter
wasbeaten badly in 1980,and Mondale
fared worse in1984.
But 1988 would certainly be
different, the Democratshad to hope.
Ronald Reaganwouldbe gone. George
Bush would be the new GOP front-
runner. AndMario Cuomo would mop
up. He would be the savior for a party
which has won only once since Lyndon
Johnson.Right?
Wrong. Mario didn't run. And
instead, some little-known Governor
from a liberal-labeled state took his
place, and has a chance of being
clobbered.
But what if Mario had run? Would
the Dems standabetter chance?
Yep.
The latest polls show Dukakis
trailing Bush by tenpercentagepoints.
And Dukakis, according to most
political experts, has run a lousy
campaign. Cuomo would have won the
'88race inalandslide.
You see, Mario Cuomo is
everything that Dukakis is not. He is a
good orator. He has a warmer
personality. He is extremely popular
among his own political party,
particularly in his home state. He is
strong on both domestic and foreign
issues. And most importantly, he is
electable.
"Mario Cuomo would have made a
tremendouscandidate," according toBill
Williams of the Washington Democratic
Committee. "He is well-known and
well-liked throughout the entire nation,
particularly on the twocoasts. And he
doesn't have the flaws of aDukakis. It
would've been hard for Bush to run a
smear campaignagainstMario."
Cuomo has enjoyed tremendous
success throughout his political career.
Althoughknown mostly inNew York,
he came to the political fore-front as
the key-note speaker in the 1984
Democratic National Convention.
Since then he has been touted as the
nextDemocrat in the White House. He
has appearedon numerous televisions
shows such as "Donahue," "Larry King
Live," "Nightline" and "60 Minutes."
Each time he presented his political
views, while at the same time not
committing that he would berunning in
'88.
And even after a highly publicized
speech to the student body at Notre
Dame University, in which Cuomo was
booed for his stand of pro-choice on
abortion,thecampaign rumorsremained
intact. By theendof the speech,a large
majority of the boos were turned to
cheers. And Cuomo was acclaimed for
hishandling of the difficult situation.
"I think Mario will be a strong
candidate,andIdon't think there's any
doubt that he'll run," Walter Mondale
said in early 1987. "He has all the
political tools, plus the political
wisdom, to be a greatpresident. And
what's more important, he can
communicate this wisdom to the
people."
But as the Democratic party waited
for their savior, Mario announced he
wouldn't run. And asGary HartandJoe
Biden fell apart, Mario announced he
wouldn't run. AndasDukakis andJesse
Jackson battled it out, with the
Democrats losing a 17point lead over
Bush,Mario announced hewouldn't run.
Why? Some say Mario is waiting
for '92. Some say Mario didn't want to
campaign while still performing as
Governor of New York. Some say
Mario doesn't wantto bepresident.
Only Mario knows theanswer. And
perhaps, within the next four years,
Mario will let the rest of us know his
intentions.
Until then,Bushneed not worry.
Why don't people vote?
ByKENBENES
ManagingEditor
November, 1980. Ronald Reagan
easily defeats Jimmy Carter in the
presidential election. Yet only 25
percentof thosecitizens eligible to vote
actually go to thepolls.
November,1984. President Reagan
scores a landslide victory over Walter
Mondale. And again, the voter turnout
is only 26 percent.
November, 1988. Despite an
overloadadvertisements andother tactics
encouragingpeople to vote, fewer than
25percentareexpected tocastballots.
The reasons? Experts have
hypothesized that many factors are
involved.
The firstand mostobvious may be
the apathy of the American voter.
People simply don't care who wins and
who loses. People aren't following the
issuesclosely.
A second reason is thatmany people
don't feel their votes count. Marvin
Hunter, a political analyst for the
WashingtonPost,recentlyaddressed this
issue in a commentaryon Cable News
Network.
"People look at the millions of
people who vote in the elections, and
they say 'How can my one little vote
makeadifference?' But what they fail to
realize is that if only 25 percentof the
population votes, then an individual's
vote counts four-times as much,"
Hunter said.
Another reason for low turnout may
be due to the fact that in recent years,
elections havenot been close. In1980,
it became evident very earlyon election
night that Reagan would win big. So
early in fact, that President Carter
delivered his concession speech before
thepollsclosedon the westcoast.
"Much of the west coast was just
gettingoff work whenit wasannounced
the Reagan was the projected winner,"
Hunter said. "I think the threenetworks
did a disservice to that part of the
country when they proclaimed Reagan
the winner so early. And when Carter
conceded, then their votes really did
mean nothing."
A final reason for the expected low
turnout in this year's election is the
political mudslinging which has
occurred between George Bush and
MichaelDukakis.
"This race has done little ornothing
for the voters," Newsweek's Lucy
Howardrecently said. "Dukakis accuses
Bush,Bush accuses Dukakis, and both
candidates avoid the issues. And what
alsohurts is the fact thatboth candidates
are rather boring and predictable.
Therefore,Ilook for Bush supporters to
vote for Bush,Dukakis voters to vote
for Dukakis, and most of the people to
not votefor either of them."
But that is not to say that votes
mean nothing.
"We have to keep trying," Jesse
Jackson said earlier this summer.
"Democracy means governmentby the
people for the people. Andit's difficult
to achieve this when only one out of
four Americans bother to exercise a
right that people in other countries arc
dying for."
Jackson has been admired by both
Democrats andRepublicans for his work
in bringing voters, particularly blacks
and other minorities, to the polls. But
as commendable as this is, itmay be
havelittleconsequencein1988.
And with a 25 percent turnout, a
candidate would need only obtain 13
percent of those voters to win. Andit
might be time for Americans toconsider
whether they want 13 percent of the
entire voting population deciding who
will be their leader for the next four
years.
Geraldo: Searching for Satan
ByKENBENES
ManagingEditor
Just in time for Halloween,N.B.C.
presentedits viewers last week withone
of the spookiest, and most outrageous,
television shows this country has seen
in a long time. As if there was nothing
better to give us, the network provided
its viewers withGeraldoRivera's "Devil
Worship: Exposing Satan's
Underground."
In this two hour documentary, which
Iwatchedonly to find something funny
to write about, we saw Geraldo chase
Satan all around the U.S.A. He never
found thedevil,butRiveradidprove to
me that he is something else when it
comes to beinga journalist.
Take this riviting exchange with
Charles Manson, the infamous
convictedkiller/satan worshiper.
Geraldo: Areyou insane?
Manson: I'm sane enough to kill
you.
Geraldo: (Angry) Yeah, you and
who's army?
Boy,Ilearnedalot from that. AndI
also learned a lot from Geraldo's
stimulating interview with Ozzy
Osbourne, the British rock star accused
of bringing out the Satan in America's
youth.
Time Magazineprobably summed it
up best in saying "you know
sensationalism is back in style when
GeraldoRiveraisridinghigh."
Geraldo is riding high. After
flopping with his special where he
opened Al Capone's vault on live,
national TV,Geraldo returns to give us
garbage like last week's special.
Although these programs are silly,
sensational and tell nothing, some
peoplelook atGeraldoas the nextgreat
American journalist
But for someone who interviews a
lot of interesting people about
interesting subjects,Geraldo has little to
show for it.I'm sure thereprobably is a
problem with some of America's youth
worshiping Satan. But that doesn't
mean you should threaten Charles
Manson.
And what's worse,Riveraisn't trying
to be funny. He's serious with all this.
Richard Miller, a reporter for the
Denver Post,summed up alot of fellow
journalisticsentiment when he said "I'd
trade Geraldo for any first year
journalism student."
Me too. Sonext week, look for the
Spectator'sreporton LayollaHall'slate
night fire dances.
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President Bush's cabinet
Mr. Rogers among
list of appointees
ByKENBENES
ManagingEditor
Alright, so the presidential election
is next Tuesday, and some polls show
thatDemocrat Michael Dukakis still has
a shot to defeat Republican George
Bush.
ButIkind ofdoubt it,andIthink it's
about time we started examining what
President George Bush will really be
like. And what better place to start than
by speculating at possible members to
theGeorge Bushcabinet
Soheregoes:
Secretary or State: This is a
most important position. It requires not
only extremeknowledge about a lot of
different areas,but you also have to be
real smart. This position demands a
good dealof foreign policy experience.
Therefore,alogical candidate would
be PeterJennings.
As the news anchor at ABC,
Jennings is knowledgeable and
articulate. His popularity is soaring
after his defeat of both Bush and
Dukakis in the first presidential debate.
Jennings would be able to report what's
going on with relative ease. Andbefore
becoming the news anchor, Jennings
was ABC's chief foreign correspondent.
Thus,heknows all about life overseas,
includingall thebest restaurants.
Secretary of Defense: Another
important position, it requires a firm
knowledge of foreign policy, strategy
and tactics. This person would have to
be tough with communists, but also
compassionate in explaining to the
American people what their tax money
is being spent on.
Therefore, the logical choice is:
Clint Eastwood.
The masterof spaghetti westernsand
dirty cop movies,Clintknows his stuff.
He'll play it rough-and-tough with the
Soviets. He's also enjoyed political
success as Mayor of Carmel, Ca. And
as a cinema superstar, he'dbe a classy
addition to thecabinet.
Secretary of Treasury: This
person would need to know a lot about
money. Not only how to save and
spend it,but also how to waste it in the
proper political style. This person
would also have to be real good with
numbers,because the UnitedStates has
a lotof cash ithas to deal with.
Therefore, the logical choice is,
Frank Sinatra.
It cannot be denied that "Old Blue
Eyes" is loaded, so he probably knows
how to handle the big bucks. And he
canprobablycall on someofhisalleged
mafia friends to help him collect on
those whodon'tpay their taxes.
And Sinatra is great with numbers.
In fact,heperforms quitea few numbers
ateveryconcertperformance hegives.
But bestof all,being on the cabinet
wouldgive Frank a full-time job,which
means those stupid Michelob
commercials he does can be ripped off
theair.
Secretary of Energy: This
would simply go to Michael Jackson,
because nobody has more energy than
this guy. So what ifhe has the fluand
couldn't play the Tacoma Dome. Who
cares? He'son thecabinet.
Now there are those who would
argue that Michael Jackson is toomuch
of an eccentric to hold a political post.
But so what?
Who cares ifacabinet member wears
one glove? It'll provide a touch of
class. Who cares if a cabinet member
bathes in oxygen? At least he bathes,
right? And who cares if a cabinet
member singsasongcalled "Bad" which
has a first line, "Your butt is mine?"
That's aneat lyric, andI'm sure Jackson
could come up with even better ones
while dealing with the issue of nuclear
reactors.
Secretary of Veterans Affairs:
The choice is Oliver Stone, the writer
anddirectorof themovie "Platoon."
This guy knows his stuff when it
comes to vets,and I'm surehe would do
a great job. And as an added bonus,
Stone also wrote the movie "Wall
Street," which dealt with,among other
things, corruption.
And weall know that if you want to
succeed in politics, you have to use
corruption to its full potential.
Secretary of Housing and
Urban Development: This is an
easy position to fill. The choice is
Donald Trump, the greatest thing to hit
urban development since, well,Idon't
know.
The great thing about Trump is his
interest in sports. Sure he builds anew
building every day, but he also
promotes some great boxing matches.
AndIthink this country needs a few
more left hooks to thechin.
Secretary of Education:
Everybody watches "Mister Roger's
Neighborhood" when they're growing
up, so Ithink the choice here is Fred
Rogers. He would give U.S. politics a
nice change of sweaters, and
Washington, D.C. would benefit from
his brilliantly simplistic perspectives.
And Mr. Rogers could turn D.C.
into another "Land of Make-Believe."
Wouldn't George Bush make a great
KingFriday?
Secretary of Agriculture:
Another easy choice againcomes from
children's television. This position
wouldhave tobe filledbylate-greatMr.
Green Jeans.
So what if old G.J. left us for that
greatfieldofcorn acoupleofyears ago.
Thisis anhonoraryposition.
Secretary of Transportation:
There's been a lot of talk that
Washington D.C. needsmore bandana-
wearing cowboys, so Willie Nelson
would fill two voids by accepting this
position.
And hey, who knows more about
being "On theRoad Again" than Willie?
So there youhave it. George Bush's
cabinet. I'm sure they'll doa great job.
Butifnot,at least they add alittlecolor
and prestige to an otherwise gloomy
groupofbureaucrats.
"Go ahead, make my day." Defense Secretary Clint Eastwood
stands poised and ready to take on foreign adversaries.
Want voters? Serve free beer
ByKENBENES
ManagingEditor
Like a lot of people who have
thought about the lack over voter
turnout on presidential election years,I
am concerned. However,IthinkIhave
come up with afeasible solution which
would would solveall theproblems.
Beer.
If you want togetpeople to come to
the polls,offer them acold brew. It'sas
simple as that. If you vote, you can
have afreeglassof beer.
Somepeople have complained alot
about the 1988 election. They say the
candidates are hard to understand,hard to
relate to. They say the issues are being
dodged. They say there is toomuch
mudslinging. They say that their votes
don't count
Andbecause of all this,only about
25 percentof the voting population will
vote.
But if you start offering free beer,
those numbers will rise.
Yousee, we area society possessed
with a goodbrewski. We simply like to
drink the stuff. We go to bars. We go
to ballgames. We go to parks on
Saturday afternoon and playsoftball or
football. We wear our Spuds McKenzie
t-shirts. And wegulpour beer.
And now,under my plan, we could
walk into the voter's booth,select who
we think is themostqualified candidate,
and then go outside and drink some
delicious suds. You wouldn't getdrunk,
you'djustrelax. Wouldn't itbegreat?
NowIknow there will be those who
will say that beer is evil and that using
alcohol asan election lure is silly. But
it would work.
Take the averageJoe who puts in a
hard day on what seems to be just
another Tuesday. His shift ends and he
starts heading for home. His back
hurts.He is tired and hungry. Suddenly
it dawns on him that it is election day.
But then he realizes that his vote
probably means little, so he forgets
about itandheads for home.
But if he knew there was a beer
waiting for him at the polls, he'd
probably go vote.
And what about all of this guys
buddies? After work, they head for the
bar tohave a nice cold one. But if they
could haveanice cold one after voting,
they'ddo it.
And take the secretary who works in
an office downtown. Her boss is
yelling at her. She'd like to throw her
desk out the window. She is terribly
frustrated. She remembers it's election
day,but decides not to votebecause she
knows her candidate probably doesn't
standachance.
But then it dawns on her. If she
votes, she can have a beer. Thus, she
gets to support her candidate and sooth
her nerves at the same time.
And later that night, when her
candidate wins,she feels really good
about it, and writes a letter of
appreciation to Budweiser.
But Isuppose there are those who
will argue that if you use beer to attract
turnout, you'll be attracting uninformed
voters whoare there simply for the free
refreshments.
Maybe. But is this such a bad
thing?
Personally,I'dlike to know what an
informed voter isand where theycan be
found. Because whenIlook at the way
Bush and Dukakis toss around the
issue/accusations, it's hard to tell
sometimes exactly what you're voting
for and against.
The wayIsee it,most people will
vote along party lines for themost part.
And whether you're a Democrat or a
Republican, a cold beer can should
awfullygood. Especially if it's free.
AndIsuppose there are those who
will oppose this idea because buying
beer for millions and millions or voters
would be too expensive. But my
statistical analysis mathematically
shows that for the priceof sevennuclear
missiles,enough Rainier beer could be
purchased togiveevery eligible voteran
11ounce glass.
And what's more important, seven
nuclear missiles, or democracy at its
best?
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Goblins trick-or-treat at SU dorms
ByMISCHALANYON
Features Editor
There was a dinosaur, a cat, a
princessandaclown. Superman,Donald
Duck, the Karate Kidand even Freddy
Fruger made appearances as Seattle
University played host to 100 children
last Sunday night in its second annual
trick-or-treat night
Children from local neighborhoods
or whose parents are SU faculty and
staff members were invited to tour the
halls of Bellarmine, Campion and
Xavier dormitories to trick-or-treat and
brave haunted houses. Afterward, the
ResidentHall Association threw aparty
in the Marketplace complete with a
costume contest (Donald Duck won),
Halloween videos and bobbing for
apples.
"We had more kids than last year
because we marketed ourselves better,"
said Ron Prestridge,assistant directorof
resident student services. Flyers went
out to local schools andall departments
atSU.
The only problem was in
coordinating 100children ranging from
three to nine years old to go through
three dorms. "With kids that age,after
two halls they were pooped," said
Prestridge.Many of those who stopped
early were content watching "Dumbo"
on the television inBellarmine's lobby.
It wasn't just the little ones who
were having fun with the festivities.
Haunted houses were constructed in
Bcllarminc andCampion.
"We go crazy because we enjoy
being different; wilder, louder,crazier,"
said Charles Wadlow, explaining why
sth floor Bellarmine spontaneously
createdahauntedhouse.
"The sth floor always wants to
compete," said Benes Aldana. But it is
also the "spiritof kindness" thathe said
lead them togoallout.
"It's a lot safer because kids aren't
out on the streets and they know the
candy issafe,"saidDonCampbell.
Parents shared this sympathy. Anne
Holtebroughther two children Raphael,
seven, and Raiana, three, because she
thoughtit wouldbe safer and because it
wasinside. "I wanted to dosomesortof
organized trick-or-treating and it'sa lot
more fun when you don't have to worry
about anything."
"Thereactionof theparentshasbeen
great. They seem appreciative of our
effort," saidPrestridge, who hopes to
expand the eventeven further nextyear.
"It could only be a positive thing (with
the community) to see the amountof
work the students did."
'Star Wars' experts debate at SU
By STEVECLARKE
Editor
The director of strategic defense
programs for BoeingAerospaceCo.and
a representative of Computer
Professionals for Social Responsibility
squared off Tuesday night at Seattle
University in a discussion on the
Strategic Defense Initiative (SDI), also
knownas "Star Wars."
The discussion, sponsored by Alpha
Sigma Nu, the Jesuit Honor Society,
was held in the Wykoff Auditorium in
the Engineeringand Computer Science
Building.
Michael Gamble from Boeingbegan
the eveningwith a brief history of SDI.
Previous attempts at developing a
way to stopmissiles floundered because
laser technology was young and
computershad yet to be miniaturized,
Gamble said. A computer capable of
monitoring anddirectinganattack on an
incoming warhead would have filled a
largeroomin 1962,he said.
"We had no idea how we'd get that
computer intoorbit,"Gamble recalled.
Developments in a number of
technologies, including production of
long-lasting satellites, has made SDI
feasible if not cheap, he contended.
He added he felt President Reagan's
speech introducing the program "has
been badly misquoted or badly
interpreted." ThoughReagan didspeak
of making nuclear weapons "impotent
and obsolete," Gamble said, the
president did not contend an
impenetrable shield could be formed
above theU.S.and itsallies.
Gamble stressed his belief the SDI
program is essential to turn the world
away from the risk of nuclear
annihilation.
Jonathan Jacky, computer specialist
and SDI critic, countered Gamble's
presentation with citations ofprominent
scientists in the defense industry who
"don't think SDI will work to defend
us," he said.
Jackychallenged theassertionReagan
wasn't trying to sell a comprehensive
defense system.
Such a promise is unrealistic,Jacky
contended, because new advances in
offensive weaponsare likely to keepup
withdefensivebreakthroughs.
Headded hedidn't think SDI willever
bedeployedbecause of the tightbudget
situation. A decisive commitment to
the program would mean sacrificing
hugeprograms somewhere else,he said,
adding that other military branches are
veryprotectiveof theirown projects.
Gamble conceded relations between
SDIproponentsand traditional military
people are "very much strained." He
insisted, though, that SDl's
constituency is growing, especially
because of the Soviets'obvious concern
about theprogram.
"They certainly believe itcan work,"
Gamble said, noting the Soviet
commitment todefensive systems.
Jacky refused to try to read the Soviet
mind.
He maintained that even keepingSDI
at the research phase was a waste of
money at $3 billion to $5 billion
annually.
Gamble insisted the alternative is to
keep investing in offensive systems he
feels someday maybeused.
Candidate
forum at SU
Gubernatorial candidateBob Williams
is one of the Republican candidates
scheduled toappear ata forum atSeattle
University sponsored by the College
Republicans on Nov.5.
The forum which beginsat 7:00p.m.
in the Library Auditorium. Darren
Compher,co-chairman of SU's College
Republicans, said previous plans to
distribute tickets for the event were
dropped in an effort to be "a lot more
fair."
Compher said the group felt some
people who weren't Republicans might
not approach the Bush table in the
Chieftain where the tickets werehanded
out. The audience Saturday will be
admitted on a first come, first served
basis,he said.
Frank Condello,vicechairman for the
Washington State College Republicans,
emphasized that "any students whohave
questionsare welcome toattend."
Headded the group had hoped to co-
sponsor an event with Democrats on
campus where both sides could speak,
but said candidates of both parties
seemed leery of a debate at this late a
date.
"We werehoping they would have an
event, too," Condello saidofDemocrats
on campus. He stressed his group
wanteda bipartisan eventbut that "this
is the bestwe coulddo."
Other candidates on the schedule
besides Williams include Attorney
General Ken Eikenberry, Lee Carter,
Andy McLauchlan andSamReed.
The format for the forum,according
to group's statement, will consist of
ten-minute speeches followed by ten
minutesofquestionsandanswers.
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IMPORTANT REGISTRATIONINFORMATION
DEMONSTRATIONTIMES FORTHETOUCH O1O1CLASS
TOUCHTONEREGISTRATIONSYSTEM:
Sunday Nov. 6 8:15-8:45 pm Bellarmine Lobby
9:15-9:45 pm Campion Lobby
Tuesday Nov. 8 4:30-s:oopm Commuter Student Lounge
Student Union
6:00-6:30pm Commuter Student Lounge
Wednesday Nov. 9 12:15-12:45pm Pigott Bldg. Room 351
TOUCHTONE REGISTRATION OPENS BY CLASS
LEVEL ACCORDING TO THE FOLLOWING SCHEDULE:
Graduate Students Sunday Nov. 13
Seniors Monday Nov. 14
Juniors Tuesday Nov. 15
Sophomores Wednesday Nov. 16
Freshmen Thursday Nov. 17
Transitional Students Friday Nov. 18
For more information, or yL MilHiiMiij m f\
if you have any questions E^j^l
concerning registration, m^m^^J^lS^^^^^please contact the Registrar's
Office at 296-5850. DBA "
\y^^ \JU©
If youdon'tdo somethingaboutheart disease, it just might do you in. You
see,heartdisease, strokeandrelated disorderskillalmostasmany
Americansasall othercauses of deathcombined. The AmericanHeart
Associationurges you toquit smoking, reducethe fatandcholesterol
in yourdiet,and controlhighbloodpressure.Takesomesteps toreduce
the risk of heartdisease.It couldbea fatal mistakenotto.
11AmericanHeartAssociation
WE'REFIGHTINGFOR YOURLIFE
NEWS
SUprofs debate right to
die issues inNY case
ByMICHAELABETOR
StaffReporter
There is a distinction between
allowing someone to die and killing
them, according to Gary Chamberlain,
associate professor of theology at
Seattle University. He responded to a
court ruling this month that a New
York invalid must not be deprivedof
foodand water.
After several strokes left Mary
O'Connor disabled, her two daughters
appealed to New York courts to allow
the hospital to stop nutrition and
hydrationandlet their mother die.They
claimed thata feedingdeviceknownasa
naso-gastric tube was keeping their
mother alive through extraordinary
means, according to an article by the
New York Times.
"The moral criteria for determining
medical treatment is that it must be
beneficial to the patient and not
excessively burdensome," according to
Rosaleen Trainor, C.S.J, SU
philosophy professor. The New York
Court did not use this criteria to
determineO'Connor's fate.
The New York State Court of
Appeals took into consideration
O'Connor's likelihood of recovery,
religious beliefs and family
circumstances before ruling that
O'Connor'spredicament waslike that of
countless other elderly and disabled
persons. "She is awake and can feel
pain, responds to simple commands,
can carry on limited conversations and
is not experiencing any pain. She is
simply an elderly person who...suffers
certain disabilities, including an
inability to feed herself in a normal
manner," according to the 22-page
ruling.
"The court is correct," said Roger
Blanchette,SJ.,former SUprofessorof
theology. "There are parts of society
that are trying to change medical ethics
and (in the process) devaluing some
lives."
While O'Connor's daughters claim
O'Connor has always been against
being kept alive through extraordinary
means, her hospital argues that
"without either the intravenous feeding
or the naso-gastric tube, O'Connor
would suffer a painful death of
starvation anddehydration within seven
to 10days."
"Nutrition and hydration havealways
been considered basic care" andit does
notmatteriffoodand waterareprovided
through naturalor artificial means, said
Blanchette.
According to Trainor, O'Connor's
daughters are morally justified in
requesting their mother be taken off
food and water.For instance, she said,
the end of cognitive life which
O'Connor appears tohavesuffered can
be burdensome to family and not
necessarily beneficial to the patient.
Also, When a person is dying, pain
stops.Giving food and water to such a
person couldincrease pain,she said.
TheCatholic church wouldagree with
the court, according to Chamberlain,
because O'Connor is not in immediate
danger of death and there is no
justification for taking her off the
feedingsystem,he said.
"It is hard to draw the line," said
Chamberlain, "between those who are
dyingand those whoare justcostly."
"Once you devalue one group in
society, such as the elderly, you can
devalue another group," added
Blanchette.
SU gala raises $17,000
Seattle University's fifth annual gala
at the Westin Hotel last month raised
approximately $17,000 for financial aid,
according to Laurel Muro, special
assistant to the vice president for
university relations.
The event,held Oct.7,attracted 366
people whopaidat least $125 a head to
support SU and hear Frankie Lame
sing, Muro said.
Lame, who sang "Mule Train" and
"That's My Desire," among other hits,
performed with the instrumental
backingof TuxedoJunction,whichalso
provided dancingmusic.
Muro noted theattendance wasabout
the sameas its been for the last several
years. "I think we have established a
reputation for putting on a nice show
that'salotof fun," she said.
Muro commended the
accommodations providedby the Westin
and expressed thanks to gala
chairpersonsMarlene andJohn Durbin.
She added thegalas willbe continued
in the future. In1990, Muro said, SU
plans "areally big thing to kick off the
Centennial" of the university, which
takesplacein 1991.
SU Gala chairpersons, Marlene and John Durban, greet guests.
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T-shirts
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A Seperate Truth for
Science and Religion?
Nonsense!
Truth is one and indivisible. The
historical religions have
fulfilled their missions. The
uncompromising search for
truth is the base of
THECOSMIC WH
a Texas chartered, non-profit
international moral movement.
Get involved in building a new
future and your cosmic self. Be
a cosmic citizen. Have a 12 page
COSMIC MANIFESTObysending
$1.00 for mailing and handling
costs to:
THECOSMICWAYSOCIETY
P.O. Box 8382
Houston, TX 77004
ARTS &
ENTERTAINMENT
"Sousatzka" is an Oscar
possibility for MacLaine
ByMILES TAYLOR
Staff reporter
First movie for Shirley MacLaine
since her Oscar award winning role in
"Terms of Endearment" and she comes
back in full-force in "Madame
Sousatzka."
Madame Sousatzka (MacLaine)is an
old-world piano teacher trying to
maintain her art in modern London.
Her latest, most-gifted pupil, Manek
Sen (Navin Chowdhry) is caught in a
tug-of-war between the craft of music
represented by Sousatzka and the
commercial interests ofhis mother and
aninterestedbookingagent.
Madame Sousatzka becomes a
competingnorthern figure and the pull
between her and Manek's real mother
forcesManek toreevaluate his loyalties.
Ultimately, this is a coming of age
film,as Manek transcends the conflict
between his "mothers" (hisreal mother
and Sousatzka) andcommits to hisown
vision of how his talent shoulddevelop.
Written anddirectedby directorJohn
Schlesinger (screenwriter of "A Room
With A View"), "Madame Sousatzka"
isas intricate andengaging as any film
in my recent memory. The dialogue
between 10 characters operates at
multiple levels, where intent,
interpretation,and surface valueplayoff
each other to make even small talk
profound. Schlesinger also fills each
frame with telling details that let the
quiet-moments explain their ownstory.
And yes, the actorsall perform with
equal excellence. MacLaine delivers
another high-calibre performance. All
the supporting characters make their
moments on the screenenchanting, as
did those in "A Room with A View."
Peggy Ashcroft, as the landlady of
Sousatzka's studio, is perfectly
charming in a role that calls for
Victorianinnocence setagainst modern,
urban cynicism. Yet, throughout
MacLaine takes the movie back from
theensemble andpushesitevenhigher.
Iwonder if people will stay away
from "Madame Sousatzka" because
Shirley MacLaine has become a
synonym for new-age lunacy. That
would be a shame. "Madame
Sousatzka" is a wonderful movie,and
that Shirley MacLaine couldovercome
my considerable prejudices againsther
only puts an exclamation point on a
winningperformance.
Shirley MacLaine as the eccentric "Madame Sousatzka."
SU student is enthralled
by passionate Opera
ByJOHNKING
Special to the Spectator
Enjoy an Opera? You've got to be
kidding. I know I'm kind of a
sentimental guy,but surely this is a bit
much to ask. Watching a bunch of
people prancing about in tights,
bellowing out songs Idon't even
understand,it'snotexactlymy ideaof a
fun and exciting night out. Until last
week, that is! Icouldn't believe it,but
I'lladmit it,Iactually loved theopera.
Iattended a preview of Seattle
Opera's production ofCharles Gounod's
masterpiece, "Romeo and Juliette," first
performed in 1867. It was one of the
most intensely powerful experiencesof
my life. Vincent Cole and Kathryn
Gamberoni were magnificent in their
roles as the young lovers, the fullness
of their voices joined with thepowerof
the orchestra, conducted by George
Manahan, to soar the emotional heights
of the romance turned tragedy. Every
facet of the production combined to
powerfullyconvey a broadspectrum of
emotion, from joy to sorrow, love to
hate.
Throughout the performance, the
sets and lighting established the
appropriate mood with an impact. The
balcony scene, in which the young
lovers first profess their love for each
other, wasparticularly successful in this
regard. The simple beauty of the set, a
huge concretebalcony draped withdark
ivy, against a deep blue backdrop,
immediately conveyed a mood of
profoundintimacy.
Both leads, thoughmiddle-aged, were
convincingin their appearance as young
teenagers "playing at love," both in
terms of their costumes and
mannerisms.
Despite anoutstanding performance
from JoseGarciaas FriarLawrence, the
second act,involving the scenes of the
marriage ofRomeo andJuliette and the
deaths of Mercutio (Kurt Oilman) and
Tybalt(Steven Tharp) failed to reach the
same height of emotional pitch as the
other twoacts.
The production regainedmomentum
immediately, however,with the sudden
impact of the following scene. This
sceneeffectively captures the desparate
confusion of Juliette when she drinksa
sleeping potion to avoid having to
marryParis,and the turmoilandgriefof
the Capulet family as sheappears to die
in front of their veryeyes.
The final death scene involves only
Romeo and Juliette, leaving out all
other characters so as to focus
exclusively on thelove the twobear for
each other. Gounod alters the original
Shakespeareanscript. Romeo enters the
tomb to find Juliette in a death-like
trance. Believingher dead,he sings of
hisundying love for her anddrinks from
a vial of poison. Juliette then revives
to find Romeo stillalive.
Overcome with joy at being
reunited, the two anticipate the
happiness of their lives together. A
sudden seizure reminds Romeo of his
pendingdeath, whereuponJuliette stabs
herself, not wishing to live without
him. The twosing of their everlasting
loveand begGod's forgiveness,even as
they die in each other's arms. The
tender beauty of the moment is truly
overwhelming.
Justafew helpful hints for attending
the performance. Though the lyrics are
all in French,Ifound that they were
sung slow enough as to allow me to
read the English supratitles and return
my attention back to the stage without
any great distraction or inconvenience.
It does help, however, to be at least
somewhat familiar with the play
beforehand,as theproduction does tend
to jump transitional scenes for the sake
of time.
The production runs through
tomorrownight and tickets areavailable
through Seattle Opera Ticket Office,
443-4711or atTicketmaster, 628-0888,
with prices ranging from $11 to $50.
(Students can obtain half-price tickets
15minutes before curtain).
Kathryn Gamberoni (Juliette) and Vinson Cole as (Romeo) are two star-
crossed lovers in The Seattle Opera's 1988 production of Charles
Gounod's "Romeo and Juliette."
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HOLLYWOOD HAS THE FLU!
It has been a sad week for Spectator's Arts &
Entertainment, both Michael Jackson and
Gene Roddenberry, creator of "Star Trek,"
cancelled their shows due to illness. Sorry folks!
THERE ARETWO SIDESTO
BECOMINGANURSE INTHE ARMY.
And they'rebothrepre- I P"*lIsented by the insignia you wear
9p|gra lasa memberof the ArmyNurseI
ICorps.Thecaduceuson the left I
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SPO RTS & RE CR EAT ION
Griffin
optimistic
about
program
ByJENNIFERVOLANTE
Staff Reporter
After an unfortunate injury early in the
season, Chris Griffin, Seattle
University men's soccer team
midfielder, is back on theattack.
Griffin, in a practice game against
Shoreline Community College,strained
his ligaments in his right ankle
preventing him from participation for
five weeks.Griffin had a cast for two
weeks,buthadsome "intense" physical
therapy atProvidence and was able to
makeaquickrecovery.
Griffin said after herejoined the team
he felt he had to prove himself as a
worthy player again. Griffin got that
chance when SU met University of
Puget SoundonOct.26.
"He had his bestgame of the season
againstUPS," saidPeter Fewing,men's
soccer coach. Fewingand Griffin both
knew he was not 100 percent, but it
was "mindovermatter."
"He was sticken 'em on the tackles,"
said Fewing, "He was in there all the
time and kept it up...He played 80 of
the 90 minutes.Itook him out to just
give him a rest... he played with a lot
ofpain,butIrespect that," headded.
Chrisexemplifies the traditionof the
SUplayer,said Fewing, "He has alot
ofenthusiasm and he'sa die-hard soccer
nut. His injury un-fortunately slowed
him down,but he had to grit his teeth
and bear it," headded.
Griffin is the youngest of seven
Chris Griffin
children in his family and said his real
motivation stems from the consistent
support of his two older brothers. Art
and Charlie. "When Isee them at my
games Ireally want to give it my
all...they really inspire me," sa>d
Griffin.
Although this season has been both
physically and mentally trying foi
Griffin, he can still look back at his
soccer yearsatSUwith satisfaction.
Griffin recalls a game against
Universityof Washingtonhis Freshman
year as his most memorable moment.
"I was at the 20 yard line (in front of
thegoal) when a UWplayer trapped the
ball on his chest.Itold him todrop the
ball infront ofhim and move outof the
way...l scored... We didn't win,but I
think that's oneof theonly goals we've
scoredagainstUW inthe last ten years,"
he said with agrin.
Griffinhas a few words of advice for
future SU soccer players, "LikeItold
the freshmen at the beginning of the
season, don't give up on the program
because it's just beginning to turn
around. Give Pete achance to mold the
team into a winner.He's already made
some changes, but the best is yet to
come."
Security is priority
for Olmstead
John Olmstead
ByDANNY MADDEN
Sports Editor
A tough job is what John Olmstead
has infront ofhim as thenew Facilities
Coordinator of the Connolly Center.
Olmstead, who hails from Bellevue,
Washington, hopes to bring direction
and concentration to his job which was
previously shared by more than one
person.
He said he felt, with the jobbeing
spread among other people with their
own primary responsibilities, there was
not enough manpower to give the
properleadership to the student workers.
Olmstead's job includes scheduling
and training of student workers,
lifeguards and area supervisors, along
with themaintenance of the facility.
Olmstead's background includes a
degree from Occidental College in
Pasadena, California in Sports
Medicine/Exercise Physiology and a
masters in Sports Administration from
Seattle Pacific University.
Originally heplanned tobe aphysical
therapist, but found that was not the
career for him while workingatBallard
Community Hospital.
Direction is what he would like to
give the student workers that work at
the facility.
He has startedalready,by writing out
new job descriptions for all the
employees and giving them his
expectationsof them.
ThebiggestchangeOlmsteadplans to
make isin thesecurityof thebuilding.
"The wayIlook at it is a facility is
either totally secure or not secure," he
said.
"The way you have a totally secure
facility is to have a full-time security
guard which we don'thave the funds for
or you cancel all thememberships and
have people pay at the door," said
Olmstead.
Hesaid the problems with security at
the Connolly Center stems from
membership identification cards without
photographs and outdated student and
faculty cards. He also said there is a
problem with rental groups coming in
and with fans for basketball games.
There is no way of knowing if the
Olmstead said, he realizes this will
notget ridof all the security problems,
but he hopes everyone will look at the
changes asapositive move to make the
facilitya safer place for the "people who
are supposed tobe there."
people that enter are really with those
groups.
Right now Olmstead is in the process
of having students required to have a
current SU identification. "No more
Vali-dines,"he said.
He is also hoping, by November or
December to have a list of names of
every club or group that rents the
facility.
"Asasupervisor,Icanonly expectso
much from my students, they have
other thingson their mind," he said.
Olmsteadasks the SU community to
be patient with thechangesgoing on.
Lady Chieftains
end season
ByDANNYMADDEN
SportsEditor
The Seattle University women's
soccer team is now looking ahead to
next season. Taking tough losses in
their final two games the Lady
Chieftains finished the season with a
1-8-4 record.
The Chieftains ended the season
against two top teams. They weire
defeated 2-0by theWashingtonHuskies
on Nov.26, and3-0 by the University
of Puget SoundLoggers,a teamranked
number one, nationally, most of the
season,on Nov.29.
The Huskies came out with a strong
offensive attack, scoring six minutes
into the game and 22 minutes into the
game. That was as far as the Husky
dominance went."From then on it was
pretty evenly played," said SU coach,
Kathleen Ryan. There would be no
more goals in the 2-0 Husky victory.
The Chieftains showed their ability to
play with adversity when they lost two
key starters due to injuries. Stopper,
Missy Scott went out with an ankle
injury after 30 minutes of play.
Midfielder IngridGunnestad wentoutof
thegameearlyin the second half.
Ryan said the "transition to offense
wasstronger in the second half."
She commended the play of Kelly
McCarthy. "She playedreally well,but
she usually does," saidRyan.
Jennifer Volante also drew praise
fromRyan for herstrongplay.
Ryanbroughther teamout, against a
topranked UPS team,ready toplay.SU
surprised the Loggers as they kept the
ball in UPS territory for the first half,
seldom letting the Loggers cross
midfield.
The Loggers did, however, get
through the toughSUdefense,at the 35
minutemark, toscore on acorner kick.
The second half showed the same
tough defenseby SU. Although mostof
the game was played in UPS territory
the scoredid notshowit.
The Loggers scoredat the tenminute
mark of the second half on an indirect
free kick, and again at the 30 minute
mark.
The key of the game was the shot
ratio.UPS had 18 shots-on-goal to the
Lady Chieftains seven. The Lady
Chieftains were unable to get ashotoff
in thesecondhalf.
TheLady Chieftains were without the
efforts ofstarter Kristin SchauL
Ryan was happy with the play ofher
team. "It wasa goodgame to finish on,
the teamplayedreally well."
Looking back on the season Ryan
saidsheis "happy with the way it went,
but is looking forward to nextseason."
Sheadded, "it isunfortunate our record
doesn't reflect how well we played in
most games."
She said she liked the way the team
"came outandsurprisedalotof teams."
"Weare definitelygoing to bea team
tocontend with,"saidRyan.
The Lady Chieftains will play in a
double-header, with the men's team,
against Pacific LutheranUniversity on
Friday, Dec. 2. The games will be
played at the Tacoma Dome before a
Tacoma Stars game.
Discount tickets are available by
callingeither Peter Fewing,SU men's
soccer coach,orRyan at296-6400.
The Lady Chieftains will also be
playing in the Women's Collegiate
Seven-a-side Soccer Tournament at the
University of Washington onNov. 19-
20.
Jennifer Volante races for the ball against UPS.
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SU ski team ski tip
ByDavidSword
Special to theSpectator
The weather is changing rapidlynow
which means that we will be skiing
very soon. You all have been
conditioning your bodies,right, so it's
all go for the winter season.
To make the first day back on skis
more enjoyable, you should make sure
your equipment is in operationalorder.
Ifyoubacked offyourbinding retension
screw this summer, which you should
have done, it's time tolet your local ski
technician resetthem.
Setting your own bindings is not a
recommended practice because most
people don't have a clue to what the
setting numbers really indicate. The
shop technicians have been trained by
the binding manufactures to correctly
adjust the release settings.
If your bindings don'tneedreadjusting
you shouldgive them agoodshowering
oflubricant (WD-40) because allof the
dust they have collected from being in
your garageor attic.
To make those boards really slide
well,youshould apply hot wax to your
bases. If you've never done this before,
don't worry it's a piece of cake. First,
find an old hot iron. Youcan usually
pick one upatasecond handstore for a
few bucks.
Make sure your bases are relatively
clean, which means wiping off the
spider webs.Purchase a bar or two of
wax from the ski shopanddrip the wax
ontoyour ski(oneata time).
Make sure the iron is not flaming hot,
but justenough to melt the wax. Then
you iron the wax into the bases as if
you were ironing your favorite shirt.
Make sure the wax is covering the
entire ski, then let the wax cool down
(goahead and waxyour other ski).
When the wax has cooled down, you
should scrape all the excess wax off
with a plastic scraper (again purchased
form the ski shop). Now your ski's
should be waxed every time you go
skiing, but if you wax them once for
every week of turning, you should be
okay.
All of this purchasing and work
sounds tedious, but keeping your ski's
healthy yourself is much cheaper,in the
longrun, than having someone else do
it.
If any of you out there have any
questions about waxingor ski turning,
don't hesitate to ask one of the race
team members for help. We work on
our ski's almost as much as our
homework. THINKSNOW!
Chieftains show
defense, but fall
ByDANNYMADDEN
SportsEditor
The Seattle University men's soccer
team picked up one victory and two
losses this week, but in the process
showed their potential for upcoming
seasons.
The Chieftains lost 2-0 to Seattle
Pacific University on Nov. 26, but
PeterFewing,SUcoach,considered the
game a moral victory. "We gained
respect as a defense and proved to
ourselves wecan play with a top team,"
saidFewing.
SPU, the number two team in the
nation in NCAA Division11, got more
than they bargained for from the team
theybeat last year 15-0.
"Weplayed the full 90minutes,"said
Fewing. He added that the Chieftain
defense playedsolidly.
SPUplayed efficientballand kept the
game in their hands despite the tough
play of the Chieftains. "They are a
smart team," saidFewing.
Fewing commended theplay of team
captain Chris Griffin in his first game
back from anankle injury.
"Ben Johnson proved he can play
with anyone," said Fewing about the
seniormidfielder.
Also receivingpraise for their efforts
were Stefan Ritter,Erik Anderson and
Erik Skov, who could be the top
sweeper in the league next year,
according toFewing.
Terry Edwards scored twounassisted
goals in a 2-0 SU victory over
Concordia College onNov.28.Despite
pulling in a victory the players and
Fewingwere not happy with their play.
"We were flat,"saidFewing.
"We were very pleased with our
performance at SPU and forgot the
season continued after that game," said
Fewing explaining the sluggishness of
the Chieftains.
On Nov. 30 grudge rivalry was born
on the SU soccer field. In a game
plaguedby three first-half yellow card
penalties anda secondhalf ejection,the
Chieftains fell to Whitman College of
Walla Walla,Washington 3-1.
The first half was a defensive battle
that was played mostly on Whitman's
end of the field with only one shot
being taken by SU and two by
Whitman.
At the eight minute mark of the first
half, Whitman scored on a free kick.
Whitman showed they were on their
toesby kicking the ball before the SU
defense could setup.
The second goal came on a 35-yard
shot at the32 minute mark.
Tempers flared at the40minutemark
when a Whitman player fell to the
ground,reached out andpulled theball
under his body. No handball penalty
wascalled so SU sweeperSkov wentin
to try to get theball.A Whitmanplayer
came up behind Skov and Punched
Skov in the mouth. Still no penalty
was called. Skov and his teammates
showedsportsmanship andclassby not
retaliatingon thepunch.
When the scuffle was over a yellow
card warning was given to Erik
Anderson, who was not even involved
in theplay.
SU came out in the second halfmore
offensive minded. "I told them to shoot
more," saidFewing.
A Whitman player was ejected from
the game for receiving his second
yellowcard at the midway pointof the
secondhalf.
Half way through the second half a
Whitman player broke through the
Chieftain defense for an open field run
at the goal.His first shot was blocked
by SU goalkeeper,Kevin Ehlcrs on an
outstandingone-handed divingsave,but
the Whitman player followed the shot
to put itback over Ehlcrshead into the
goal.
The strong Chieftain defense,
anchored by the steady play of Skov,
held on for the rest of the game, but
despite increasing their shots-on-goals
from the second half theoffense could
notcatch up.
Stefan Ritter scored a goal off of a
penalty kick with seven minutes left in
thegame.
"They werereal fortunate to come out
with a win," said Fewing. "The next
game (Nov.6) will definitely be a
grudge match, because we outplayed
them and didn't get the win and they
didn't show much sportsmanship."
Fewingreferred to thepunch to Skov in
the first half and the unprintable
comments from the sideline throughout
thegame.
Fewing commended Skov and
Anderson.He said they will be "thekey
tosolidifying thedefense nextyear."
The Chieftains will take their final
roadtrip this weekend. They will be
playing Whitworth College in Spokane
and Whitman.
The Cadets' defense rushes Frahley's quarterback. Intramural football
reached the halfway point of the season last week.
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Thursday,Nov. 3- SeattleUniversity Marksmanship Club match.
Saturday,Nov.5- Men'ssoccer vs. Whitworth College,Spokane
Sailing team atNorth-SouthRegattain California
Sunday,Nov.6- Men's soccer vs. Whitman College,Walla Walla
Sailing teamatNorth-SouthRegattainCalifornia
ROTC ColorGuard performs atSeattle Seahawk game,1:00
\ FRANCE \\JStRIiV /
SEATTLE UNIVERSITY STUDY ABROAD
FRENCHINFRANCE
GERMANINAUSTRIA
APPLICATIONS ARENOW OPEN
WHOMAV APPLY? ANYONE! Theprogramsareopen toallSUstudents.
Thereare no foreign languageprerequisites.
WHATDO THEPROGRAMS OFFER? An opportunityto learnFrench or
Germanwhileimmersedin thecultureof thecountry. An opportunity
for independenttravelinEurope.
HOW DOIAPPLY? Pick up anapplicationfromthedepartmentof
Foreign languages.Third FloorCasey.
COSTS? RegularSU tuition.Room andboard arecamparable to thoseat
SU.Theonly additionalcostis travel.
FINANCIAL AID? Most SU financialaidcan beused fortheseprograms.
Formoreinformation contact thedept.ofForeignLanguages ThirdFloor
Casey/296-5380.
SPORTS&RECR EA TI ON
Seattle's best sport? Thunderbird hockey
By KENBENES
ManagingEditor
Well, Seattle sports fans, it looks
like another boring fall/winter. Your
major sports teams appear to again be
mediocre.
There's the Seahawks. Five wins,
four loses. Tough games coming up
against Buffalo and Houston. Thank
God theyplay ina weak division.
When the season started, the
magazines again were full of Seahawk
hype. With an improved defense,and
improved offensive line,Curt Warner,
Steve Largent,Fredd Young, ect., the
team would be destined to play for a
championship.
But that doesn't seem to be the case
at this point.
Instead, the team is riddled with
injuries. Brian Bosworth,Dave Krieg
and,half theoffensive line is out. The
starting cornerback can negotiate sharp
turns inhiscar. The headcoachappears
to have a way with words when it
comes to his autobiography, but when
it comes to running an offense, he is
still ultra-predictable.
And then thereare theHuskies. Pre-
season ratings showed them as a team
with a terrific offensive line, a solid
quarterback,anddepth inkey positions.
If their younglinebackers play well, the
sources told us,the teamcould soar.
But thencame theone point loses to
U.C.L.A. and U.S.C.,plus a loss to the
Oregon Ducks, and the team is again
mediocre withno chanceofRoses.
And what's worse, Don James, long
considered one of college footballs top
coaches, refuses to let certain
newspapers coverhis practices,causing
himself and his university to be
embarrased.
Turning to basketball, this might be
the year the Sonics finally boomagain.
Twoyearsago, theyreached the Western
Conference Finals. But last year, with
high expectations, they struggled and
wereeliminated in the first round of the
playoffs.
Thisyear could be better. With the
talent on their team,theycould contend
for a title. But for $14-$2O a ticket,
whocan afford to go watch them?
Whichleaves one sports franchise in
Seattle that is worth watching: The
Seattle Thunderbirds HockeyTeam.
Now it's true that most people in
Seattle know littleabout hockey. Itcan
beargued that thereis little interest in a
bunchofpeopleskatingarounda rink of
ice chasing a black rubber puck,
occasionally beating thehell outofeach
other.
But for $4.50-$7.50, the current
price of tickets at their home at the
Seattle Center Arena,the experiencethat
isThundebirdhockey isdefinitely worth
thepriceofadmission.
Although few people know about
this franchise, Seattle Thunderbird
hockey is exciting,affordable and very,
very fun.
The team plays in the Western
Hockey League,an organization that is
made up of 14 teams from the Pacific
Northwest and Western Canada. U.S.
teams joiningSeattle include franchises
fromPortland,Tri-Citiesand Spokane.
The teams are made up of young
players averaging 15 to 20years inage.
They don't make huge salaries (about
$50 a week),so theyareplaying for the
experience. These are kids with
aspirations of someday playing in the
National Hockey League. Andbecause
of this,these boysplay hard and tough.
Their levelofplayand individual ability
is amazing. And although only 20
percent will see their dreams of hockey
stardom come true, the fun in watching
these kidsgive their allnight after night
is veryentertaining.
The average player on the
Thunderbirds comes from Canada.
During the season,he will stay in the
city, attending either high school or
college. With practices, school and
constant tutoring, the lifeof a player is
somewhat more restricted than the
average person of that age. The
exception is onFriday nights, when the
players perform in front of crowds of
4,000 fans at theSeattle Center Arena.
Then the game of hockey is put on
display. The skating, thechecking, the
puck-handling, the fighting and thegoal
scoring. The action is fast-paced and
constant. There are three periods to a
game, with two 15 minute breaks
betweenperiods. Theaverage fanneeds
these breaks to recover from all the
action.
Andunlike other Seattle franchises,
particularly the Mariners, the
Thunderbirds are loaded with
personalities.
There'sGlenGoodall,an 18-year-old
Center. At 16, he broke the Western
HockeyLeaguerecord for most goalsin
a season by someone of that age, This
year,hecouldconceivably break the all-
time record for goals in a season for a
player at any age. At sB",he is small
for a hockey player. But his sheer
determination makes him the crowds
favorite.
There's Victor Gervais. He too is
sB". But you'd never know it by the
way he continuously knock opposing
players around the ice. He hasbecome
the hero for all little men who always
wanted to beatup thebigbullies.
There's DannyLorenz, thebaby-faced
goalie. Two years ago, when he first
entered the league, he struggled with
poor perfomances. Now he is
considered the bestpro prospect at his
position.
And then there are the Thunderbird
fans. Extremely loud. Somewhat
rowdy and violent. Very loyal. And
sometimes very loving of beer. Yet
when they start to cheer their young
team, a group of kids from far away
places like Thompson, Manatoba and
Kamloops, 8.C., they resemble nothing
which the Seattle sportscommunity has
ever seen.
And this year, it appears as if the
fans will be rewarded with a top-notch
team. After seeing the T-Birds struggle
for two years, failing both times to
make theplayoffs, the faithful fans will
witnessa tough,physical team which is
currently in secondplace.The season is
still early, yet fans are already both
optimistic andexcited.
Andyoucan join them.
So next time you're looking for
entertainment to spend your money on,
consider theSeattle Thunderbirds. Trust
me, you'll find it very interesting.
And so whatif youdon'tunderstand
icehockey.
This is more than hockey. This is
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Sunday Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday
Dream Sharing5-6
McGoldrick Basement
Last day to removeigrade for
spring and summer quarters
Prison Ministry in
McGoldrick Basement 5-6
Peace VigilnooninLower
Mall
WILD WEDNESDAY 6:30-
8:30pmwith TrenchCoats
AcademicCabinet 9:30-noon
Resource CenterOpen House
from 12 -2pm call 6441
UndergraduateOpenHouse
evening call Janetat 5800 J
Dream Sharing 12-1
McGoldrick Basement
President's Advisory Council
Adm 305 3-4:30 pm
SEAERH WEEKEND Call
Campus Ministry
Women in Leadership
Breakfast "Spirituality and
Leadership"CaseyCommons.
Call 5920 forinformation.
Search Weekend
Men's Soccer v.s. Whitworth
There 1:00 pm
Men'sBasketballv.s. Alumni
7:30pm here
pm
Faculty Senate 3:30 -5 pm "I 3 4 5
SEARCH WEEKEND
Mass, 8pm Campion Chapel
Men's Soccer v.s.Whitman
College inWalla x2
Praying with Scripture6:30
McGoldrick
DreamSharing 5-6
McGoldrick Basement
Presidential Elections ASSU,
Epc
Tabbard Lounge
PeaceVigil nooninLower
Mall 11:55
DreamSharing 12- 1
McGoldrickBasement
HighSchool Counselors'Day
inCasey. Call Janet in
Admissions
FACT(TACT) Comedian
Earl Burke from7-8:30 in
Chieftian
Men's Basketballl University
ofVictoria Tournament there
7:30pm
Men'sBasketballUniversity
ofVictoria Tournament there
7:30pm
6 8 11 1210
Mass, 8 pm Campion Chapel Praying with Scripture 6:30
McGoldrick
Academic CouncilSlimson
Room 2-4:30
Faculty Staff RenewalCasey
Commons RSVPat 6140'
AdvanceRegistration winter
89
Dream Sharing 5-6
McGoldrick Basement
Summer School Budget and
Class Requestsdue
Prision Ministry Meet at
Campus Ministry at4pm
Men's Basketball v.s.Western
Bapistist College there
Peace Vigilnoon inLower
Mall
JohnUpdikeLecture Seattle
Artts andLectureat
5th Ave.Theatere
Reservations323-1373
SpeakerDr. Jerry Schnell
Pigott 7:30
SpeakerDr. JudShaver1£1
onIsrael $4 7:30
-
9 A"
Dream Sharing 12- 1
McGoldrick Basement
Dean's Council2
-
4:30
Dance in Tabbard Lounge
9pm to1 am
LeadershipConference,
Leadershipand the Ethicof
Care,Call Bill Grace
Lastday to withdraw W
grades
Women's Basketball,v.s.
Alumni Home,7:00pm
13 17 1914 15 18
Mass, 8pm CampionChapel Praying with Scripture 6:30
McGoldrick
DreamSharing 5-6
McGoldrick Basement
Men's Basketball v.s.SPU
there,7:30pm
Thanksgiving Break No
Classes
Thanksgiving Men's BasketballWalsh
College Tournamentin
Canton Ohio
Men's Basketball Walsh
College Tournament
20 21 22 23 24 25 26
Mass, 8 pm Campion Chapel Praying with Scripture 6:30
McGoldrick
Dream Sharing 5-6
McGoldrick Basement
PrisonMinistry,Campus
Ministry
Academic Planning
Committee2 - 4:30pm
Peace Vigilnoonin Lower
Mall]
TheUniversity Chorale Noon
ConcertPigott Auditorium
12-1:00
$H 27 28 3029
Publishedby the CampusAssistance Center Questions?? 296-6464
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2^^^ Winter fiqXt is Cominy up on
jhSBBB ecern^er 2n<^
J|HHfl|^^H^B Tickets wilt be going on safe vertj soon!
A.I.R.'s annual trip to the Ocean a*
will be Nov. 11-13th *f||F
Enjoy a fun-filled weekend and involve
yourself in a team effort to plan the 13th
annual International Dinner And
Dance in January. r\ a d^i mF.A.C.T. (T.A.C.T.)" 296'626° M """ Come see a COMEDIAM in the Chieftian
Thursday, November 10 at 6:00-7:00pm
# There willbe a Clubs and Organizations WorkshopNovember 19, 1988 9:00am-12:00pm on the second floor of the Chieftain
ATTENTION ALL STUDENTS!!!
IS YOURTUITIONTOO HIGH?
IS YOUR FINANCIAL AID PACKAGE ADEQUATE?ARE YOU SATISFIED WITH THEQUALITY OFEDUCATIONHERE AT S.U.?
YOURSTUDENTGOVERNMENT-THE ASSUREPRESENTATIVECOUNCIL-
WANTS TOKNOW. IF YOUWILL ONLY BE INVOLVEDINONETHING \\7ttvr
DURING YOUR TIMEHERE AT SEATTLEUNIVERSITY,THIS SHOULD WHY SHOULD YOUINVOLVEYOURSELFINTHESTATE-
BEIT!
XJVTJAT9 OF-THE-STUDENTCAMPAIGN?W tl 1. jj BECAUSE1TIS YOURPRIMARY CHANCETO VOICEAN
"THF1 STATF1 -OF- TFTF1 - opiniononandabout yourlifehereatSeattle
CTTTTYCXTTM C* A lVvfDA T#^VT 2) because 100% ofallexpressedneeds inlamyear'solLJUH/iNl I^AlVlr AlVxlM survey wereaddressedbyouradministratorsand
80%OFTHESENEEDS WEREDIRECTLY ACTEDUPON.
DURING THEWEEK OFNOVEMBER7-11,THEASSUREPRESENTATIVE 3) BECAUSE YOUELECTUS,THEASSUREPRESENTATIVE
COUNCIL WILLBE SPONSORING "THESTATE-OF-THE-STUDENT" COUNCIL,TOREPRESENT YOURNEEDS. BUTHOW CANWE
CAMPAIGNONCAMPUS. THROUGHWRITTENRESPONSEFORMSAND TRULYREPRESENTTHESENEEDSIFWEDONOTKNOW
ANOPENFORUMWE WILLBEASKINGYOUTODESCRIBEYOUR WHAT THEY ARE?
OVERALL "STATE" AS A SEATTLE UNIVERSITY STUDENT.
SPECIFICALLY,WEARE ASKING YOUTODESCRIBE YOUR"STATE"IN BELIEVE ME,THIS ISNO "CON JOB". WEAREDEDICATED TO
RELATIONTOSIX ASPECTSOF S.U.COLLEGELIFE:FINANCIAL,SOCIAL, PRESERVINGTHE"YOU" INASSU!!! ANDWEEXPECTYOU,THE
EDUCATIONAL,PHYSICAL, EMOTIONAL,ANDSPIRITUAL. STUDENTS,TOKEEP US ACCOUNTABLE TOTHERESULTS OF THIS
DURINGTHE CAMPAIGN WEEK, WE WILL BEDISTRIBUTING SURVEYORIT IS ONLY THROUGHUNIFIED AND COOPERATIVE
WRITTENRESPONSEFORMS FOR ALL STUDENTSTOCOMPLETE THESE APPROACHTHAT WEWILL ULTIMATELYBEGINTOMEETTHE
FORMS WILL BE SHORT ANDSWEETSO THEYWILL NOTTAKEMUCH INCREASINGNEEDS OFOUR DESERVINGSTUDENTBODY.
OF YOUR VALUABLETIMETOCOMPLETE,AND WILL BEMADEEASILY __,vw ____,___ ,._ wv._ OTmnnn^ „w^,,¥T A,_, A XTV
AVAILABLE. WE PLAN TODISTRIBUTETHEMINTHECLASSROOMS THANK Y0UF0R ALL Y0URSUPP0RT
- YOUHAVE ANY
ANDTHROUGHVARIOUS STRATEGICLOCATIONS ONCAMPUS. QUESTIONS.COMMENTS,ORCONCERNS, FEELFREETOCONTACT
HOWEVER, IFYOUAREUNABLETOFILL OUT A WRITTEN RESPONSE THE ASSU OFFICE@ 296-6050.
FORM,WE WILLBEHOLDING ANOPENFORUMATNOONON
WEDNESDAY,NOVEMBER 9INTHELOWER CHIEFTAIN. ONBEHALF OFTHEENTIRE ASSUREPRESENTATIVECOUNCIL,
J/\> VV 3nPTv JJIL' VlfJiItJ4I VV Jllr Yi "<TIF PAID ADVERTISEMENT
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Hawaiians study rain at SU
ByAGNES TABUTOL
Staff Reporter
What would make a freshman from
Hawaii, the land of sun,blue skies and
year-round swimming and surfing,
travel over 2500 miles over the Pacific
Ocean for the gray sodden skies of
Seattle? Two Hawaiian freshmen,
Bcllarmine roommates Stacy
Yoshikawa and Carlos Rivera, spoke
recently about why they left those
luxuries.
"Iwanted to getaway from my home
and broaden my views of the world,"
said Yoshikawa. "I wanted to see how
mature Iam to handle things on my
own,"headded.
"I was anxious to see andexperience
new peopleandplaces," Rivera said.
When each of them considered
colleges, SU seemed appropriate. Its
small sizeandclose interaction between
teachers and students attracted the two,
whosaid theydidn't want to bereferred
toby a number.
"I wanted to go away for college
somewhere on the West Coast, but not
too far away like the East Coast,"
Riverasaid.
According to Christine Mattos,
president of SU's Hawaiian Club, there
are about 80 Hawaiian students on
campus,of which40are new students.
Yoshikawa said this is his first time
on themainland.
The most obvious difference the two
freshmen said they felt as they got to
Seattle was the cold weather. "It's dry
andcoldhere," said Yoshikawa.
"I have to apply moisturizing skin
lotion and Chapstick every day,"Rivera
added. Both said theyput on layers of
clothing to combat the40 to 50degree
weather they say is unheard of in
Hawaii.
They noted Seattle's steep hills are
very different from their home, where
the terrain is either flatlands or
mountains, like the Koolaus and
Diamond Headon Oahu.
Yoshikawa and Rivera said even
though they enjoy college in Seattle,
their hearts (and stomaches) miss
Hawaii. "Imiss the surf reportsand the
food," saidRivera. "Ilike the way they
cook the boneless chicken, teriyaki
meat,sticky rice, fried mahimahi (fish)
andmacaronisalad back home."
Rivera and Yoshikawa both said they
will return home to Hawaii for
Christmas at theendof this quarter.
Yoshikawa agreed. "Imiss the luaus,
family barbecues and the sun,"he said.
They alsoagreed their major concern
is doingwell in their classes,butnoted
they want to experience some of
Seattle's offerings. "I want to pass all
my classes,play in the snow and learn
toski," Rivera said.
Stacy Yoshikawa and Carlos Rivera left Hawaii to attend SU.
Albritton
recollects
From 'B.S.U.' page oneFr
Albritton said if SU really wants to
increase its minority enrollment it must
aggressively recruit as wellashire black
faculty andincrease financial aid.
"You've got to go out to these
people,"he said. "How are theygoing
to come here if they don't know you
sxist?" He emphasized the need for
heightened attention to areas around
GarfieldHigh School,for instance.
Albritton credited his enrollment at
SU to his mother, Jakie Baird, who he
says always dreamed he'd go to school
where she did.
Healsocredited her withhelpinghim
ieal with and overcome obstacles he
faced after a polio-type virus paralyzed
lim at 13. Albritton said he was told
lis arm movements would always be
severely limited and thathe'd never be
ible to walk again.
His arms are now muscular and he
says he usually manages to walk abit
;veryday. Albritton usesa wheelchair
ogetaroundcampus.
He expressedironic gratitude toward
he doctor who toldhimhe was through
valking. "That guy pissed me off so
nuchIhad to prove him wrong," he
ecalled.
Albritton said his goal is to play
safety for the Seahawks. "Iwilldo it,"
leemphasized.
Albritton received media attention in
1986 when Seattle Times columnist
Don Duncan wrote about Albritton's
problems raising money for a therapy
program in Los Angeles helping
handicapped people regain their
mobility.
Over $12,000 poured in after the
front-page article appeared,Albritton
recalled. "Just when you think people
are so corrupt," he said, shaking his
headin amazement.
"When the good people are needed
they come up in force," he said. "One
lady sent $2000."
Albritton said dealing with the pain
and feeling outcast when he was first
stricken at 13-years-old has left its
scars.
"I still get that emotionless look
sometimes," he said.
Albritton said he plans to eventually
work in international trade.Hepresently
is a junior in theMatteoRicci Program
and intends to take marketing in
graduate school,he said.
His involvement with the BSU
presents a big challenge to him, he
added. Anyoneofany race who wishes
to join or assist the organization can
receive information by calling the
Minority Affairs Office,Albritton said,
at 296-6070.
LOOKING AHEAD:
"CEO's: Who Gets to the Top in
America" Dr. Pat Fleenor, SU
businessprofessor willdiscusshisnew
book at the MBA Alumni Association
receptionon Wednesday,November 9,
beginning at 5:30 p.m. in the Casey
Building Commons. Refreshments
will be served. Cost is $5 for MBA
Alumni Assiciation members and $10
for non-menbers. For information and
reservations call 296-5710.
Team Building/Decision Making
Program,sponsoredby the Office for
Student Leadership. Thursday,
November 10, at 2 p.m. in theStudent
UnionConference Room.It will focus
on how effective styles of decision
making can make or break a group's
healthy formation.
SUTennis Tournament! November 18-
20, from 7:30 p.m. to 11 p.m. at the
Seattle Tennis Center, 1000 Martin
Luther King Way. Participate inmen's
singles and doubles, women's singles
anddoubles,andmixed doubles.$8per
person for students, staff and faculty,
$10 per person for alumni. Entry
deadline is November 12. Contact
University Sports at 296-6400 for
more information.
Discuss your feelings and frustrations
about prejudice.Thursday,November
10 from 5:30 p.m. to 7 p.m. in the
basement of the McGoldrick Building,
astudent discussiongroup will meet to
discuss prejudice reduction issues.
Sponsored by Campus Ministry and
Minority Student Affairs, it is for
anybody who has ever felt mistreated
because of their race,color or sex. Itis
open to all SU students, faculty and
staff. For more information call 296-
6075 or 296-6070.
Beta Alpha Psi dinner. Monday,
November 14 at 5:30 p.m. at the
Butcher Atrium. Allinterested students
can sign up in the Beta Alpha Psi
office,2nd floor Pigott. Sponsoredby
Arthur Andersen &Co.
"Nicotine: More Addictive that Heroin
andCocaine?" The Alcohol and Drug
Awareness Hour is sponsoring a
seminar on Saturday, November 12,
from 10 a.m. to 12:15 p.m. at Seattle
Pacific University's Demaray Hall150.
Dr. Forest Tennant,executive director
of Community Health Projects, Inc.
and drug advisor to the National
Football League and the Los Angeles
Dodgers will speak. Admission is free
andrefreshments willbe served.
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CLASSIFIEDS
$1250 Weekly Home Mailing
Program!! Guaranteed earn-
ings start immediately. Free
Details. Rush self-addressed
stamped envelope to: 402
Buttercup Creek S-4, Cedar
Park, Tx 78613.
Male roomate needed for 3
room suite in older house on
Beacon Hill - share bath &
kitchen, yard, close to bus &
freeway. $275/mo. + share of
utilities. For appt. call Chris
329-9219 eve.
Soph, or Junior wanted as
part-time director's assistant
for rapidly growing S.A.T.
prep business on Capital
Hill. 15-20 hrs (flexible) per
week, school year and
summer, car preferred,
varied duties. Send a resume
ASAP to The Princeton
Review, 2223 11th Aye E.,
Seattle, 98102.
SAFECO
AN ATMOSPHERE OF
ACHIEVEMENT
Safeco Corporation, an
industry leader, has a proud
tradition of hiring only the
best. Our LIFE Company has
an opening in its Redmond
office for a
STUDENT ACTUARY
QUALIFICATIONS include:*
An interest in the
actuarial profession
♥Strong math aptitude(math
major preferred)* Completion of at least one
year of college (including 1
course in a programming
lang)
This is an excellent
opportunity for a student
who desires to work 10-15
hours per week in a
professional environment.
If your qualifications meet
our needs, please apply in
person between 8:00am and
3:3opm at:
SAFECO Employment
Center
45th & Brooklyn
Seattle, WA 98185
An Equal Opportunity
Employer.
Legal Secretary/Paralegal
for solo lawyer. Must know
Word Perfect. Light
bookeeping. Flexible hours
possible. Call 622-9050.
High Energy Food Service
Workers needed for
HARVEST fZSIXVAL at the
Coliseum Nov. 25, 26, & 27.
$5.00 hr. Flexible shifts. Call
Harvest Catering, Immed. 1-
800-446-8889.
